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COF]F]ECTIONS T0 CONSTITUTION

The  following  corrections  should  be
read into the Constitution and Bylaws
of the Canadian Modeling Association
for   Meccano®   and   AIlied   Systems,
originally  published  in  this  newletter
No.1   (March  1996).  Complete copies
of   the   corrected   version    may   be
obtained     upon      request     to     the
President or the Editor.

Heading and Art. I. Name:  The riame
of the organization shall be Canadian
Modeling   Association   for   Meccano®
and Allied Systems, hereinafter called
"the Association".

Art.  11. Objects: (c) read: To take such
action or make such representation as
a club,  as  may be in the interests...

Art.   Ill.   Membership:  read   „.Calnardai
or the  United  States...

Art. V. Amendments: read .. .a quorum
being  present...

By/aws.   4.   (sec.  3)   read ..... bank  or
banks...        6.    (sec.    1     and    3)    for
"preform"  read ..... perform...    (see.  5)

read ..... and  shall  negotiate...   70.  (e)
read..  The  Executive  may  require  a
Disciplinary Committee to  investigate
a  recommendation  of the removal  of
an elected officer, based upon written
instruction by the Executive.

EDITORIAL

DEBUGGING

Apologies, first of all.   Most of
the  typos   in   the   March   issue  were
caught,  but because of (a) a decision
by      the      Executive      and      (b)
circumstances   beyond   our   control
(what  Hubert  Hogle  referred  to  as  a"disaster"),  certain  textual  phrases  in

the   masthead   column   (which   tells
what the magazine is, who the culprits
are, and where you can subscribe) did
not get changed.

So the March issue was No.1,
not   No.5.        Its    title    /.s    Canad/.an
MeccaIVotes,  not  Canadian  Meccano
News.  This Association has Mode/t.ng
in  its  name,  not "Modelling".   And the
slogan    under    the    masthead    title
should have been punctuated slightly

#fef:::nL:%:e':Thr|t:::stas?dfoprr°Md:ccceadn3%
enthusiasts".

About    copyright,    which    is
claimed     at     the     bottom     of     the
masthead column:  Some people have
worried about this.  The newsletter as
a who/e is copyrighted in the name of
the   Association.      Copyright   in   any
bylined  article (any  item for which  an
author is named) remains in the name
of the author.   Permission for re-use
of that item must be obtained from the
author---except that one copy of an
item    may   be   made   by   a   private
individual  for  his private  use.

A      French      correspondent
grumbled    to    the    Editor    that    the
Association  could  have  had  a  much
more mellifluous acronym by omitting
a letter, and being CAMAS instead on
CMAMAS.   I responded that it was an
English   pronunciation   problem.      In
French  the Association's  abbreviated
name  might  be  pronounced  as  if  it
were     "si-mamans"---the     n
in"maman" being  essentially silent.

And  it  is  our  Sixteenth  Year,
for  CMrv  started  as  a  Newsletter  in
1981,  even  if we were unpublished in
1995.

D.  A.  F3.



::::::::::LETTERS::::::::::

From Keith Cameron

I  love  the  sexist  MAMAS  in
the acronym.   This should keep some
teminists    quiet,    although    it    won't
pacify those who no longer believe in
motherhood.

I  like  upper  case  for  suffixes
for  apt.  number,  although  this  is  not
common   practice   ...   I   still   say  that
"98" is clear than "9b".   Also  I  like the

MW  Models  method  of using  a prefix
for  the  colour  of  a  part.     "LY51"  is
self-explanatory,   distinguishing   the
part  from  the  medium  blue  variety.
Using    factory    codes    is    probably
preferable on order blanks,  but could
be very clumsy in parts  lists.

[Ed.   note:      Marklin,   Stokys
and  Trix,  among  others,  all  use  5-
digit   part   numbers,   but   they   don't
distinguish colours by numbers].

Part 64 is a favourite of mine.
Adding  two  Shoulder  Bolts  turns  a
Threaded Boss into a substitute for a
wingnut,     of    great     use     in,     say,
adjusting  the weight  on  a  pendulum
made from  a Screwed  Pod.   Another
way  of  securing  access  plates  is  by
use  of  spiders   (140y).     This  is  fully
described  in  my  forthcoming  revised
Heisler  [locomotive].

Lou   Boselli  and   I  discussed
the  excellent  Bylaws...This  is  clearly
the  way  to  go.    It  puts  responsibility
on  certain  willing  and  skilful  ("skinny
wilful"?)  people.    But  it  is  not  stated
how  long  a  person  can  hold  office.
An off ice term  is stated  to be for two
year,   although   elections   are   every
year.      Maybe  staggered   terms   are
implied  by  this.     But  it  doesn't  spell
out how many times a person can be
re-elected to an office.   Placing a cap
on   terms    may    not   be   altogether
popular,   but  it  is  a  healthy  way  of
limiting  the  number of times  a willing

(but  tired)  victim  can  be  re-elected,
which  might  otherwise  happen  time
and  time  again  when  someone  else
should  take  turns  in  shouldering  the
responsibilities  involved.

From    Sr.    A.M.    Richini,    Buenos
Aires:

[Addressed     to     the    Secretary    of
CMAMAS]          Please     convey     my
congratulations  to  Mr.  Hoare  tor  his
success  in  locating  the  whereabouts
of  Mr.   Griffith   P.   Taylor.     From  the

published   data,    I   reckon   that   the
incredible     Gargantua    crane    was
devised when Mr. Taylor was aged 21
years   or   so.   I   wonder   what   other
marvels Mr. Taylor may have in store,
and    perhaps    your    magazine   can
publish   in   the   future   supplemental
information   about   this   topic.      The
Meccano® scene urgently needs fresh
ideas,      and      in      view      of      past
performances   I  guess  Mr.   Taylor  is
quite qualified to provide them.

[Ed.   note:      Sr.   Plichini   has
renewed   his   offer  to  the  CMAMAS
Executive  to  furnish  the  Association
with Exacto parts at wholesale prices,
as  has  been  done  in  the  past.    See
the    Abstract    of    Meetings    of    the
Executive,  elsewhere in this  issue.I

From a professional journalist
(granted     anonymity),     about     CMIV
March   1996:      "Particulary   liked   Ed
Barclay's   article   on    the   Threaded
Boss---useful,     well     written     and
eccentric all  at once."

From  a  number  of  Meccano®
enthusiasts,   many  variations  of  the
same  words;  using  the  beginning  of
one letter,  "Thanks for the great job."

Niel  Dulson  of  the  British  Columbia
Meccano Club writes:

Newell     Smith     is     still     our
President, but due to a change of jobs
he      has      relinquished      the
responsibilities     as     Editor     of     the
Magazine  to  Alan  Partridge...we  had
not  produced  a  magazine  for  about
four  years  [until  November  1995]   ...
We   showed   pictures   with   only   the
briefest of construction details, of Bob
Newsham's Fairground Carousel, and
my Blocksetting  Crane.
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I   am   planning   to   construct
more  large  scale  models  so  I  would
like   to   know    how   you    go    about
describing all the construction details.
Do you keep records of everything as
you  do  it,   or  do  you  wait  until  the
model  is  finished  and  then  describe
the model's construction based on the
finished product? I am told that some
people  build  models,  to  ensure  that
everything tits etc., and then reverse-
engineer the model by taking it apart,
noting in reverse order riow each part
is  removed.

I  don't  like  this  method  at  all
... it took me two and a half months to
build the Blocksetting Crane,  so  I will
not  take  a  large  model  apart just  to
describe how it was put together.

On     the     other     hand,     to
describe every detail of a two-and-a-
half-month project, after it is finished,
will  stretch  my  memory  to  the  limit,
and l'm sure it's inevitable that I would
leave  out  some  details.     Have  you
some suggestions?

Have     you      found      an
inexpensive source  of  120V  motors?
Did  you  have to  customize  the drive
shaft to Meccano® axle rod size?   On
my  block  setting  Crane,   I  used  the
little  black  6V  DC  motors  that  come
with the new Motorized Meccano® sets
(p/n  700)  coupled  with  a  6  ampere-
hour  6V   lead   acid  gel   battery   (the
kind   used   by   radio-controlled   car
enthusiasts)   and   they  work  fine.      I
purchased the motors at US $20 plus
GST/PST   (about   C$31)   from   Joel
Perlin in Oxnard, CA...Joel Perlin has
become the only source of Meccano®
parts  that we  in  BC  know  about  and
use.         What    is    the    situation    in
Ontario?

There   is   basically   no   more
secondhand   Mecoano®   available   in
BC.       Last   year   apart   from   Alan
Partridge's phenomenal luck finding a
1950  No.10  set  (I  was  at  the  same
Toy   and   Collectible   Show   the  day
before, but the set was not advertised
until  the  following  day.     Boy,  was   I
green with envy.) there has been only
one   or   two    No.2    and    No.3   sets
available.
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FIRM NEWS:
MECCANO S.A.

New      1996      versions      of
Meccano®     were      announced      in
February  at  the  European  and  New

¥e°ri:st°y,rsoh£Wswi::t:me:%n::n:::SI{:
Dynamic   and   Evolution,   are  aimed
increasingly at the lower price range,
and    at    flashy    features---literally.
The  Meccano®  Junior  plastic  range,
assessed tavourably when introduced
earlier,   has  added  a   Power  Hauler
friction  motor,  a  Junior  Tool  Centre
power  wrench   set,   and   a   Light   'n
Sound   unit   of   emergency   vehicle
flasher   and   siren.      The   Collection
series of single-model kits has gained
several  new ones.    The  Classic  and
Custom Collections are announced as
"the first in our series of multi-model

Sets,.I each making three models.  The
sets  are  dubbed   Big  Wheels,   Cool
Cruisers (racing cars and motorbikes),
Cloud Masters and Wind  Riders.

The series of sets 1  through 6
has been  named  "Evolution".   Sets  1
to 3 make 15 to 35 new models and
are  still  in  the  low  to  moderate  price
range.      Mag   wheel   covers,   shock
absorbers,  and  "hot  colours,"  and  a
"new motor and battery case with 3-

way function,"  indicate the  emphasis
on  vehicles  and  aircraft.    Top of  the
new  line  are  the  Master  Builder  set
unchanged,   emphasizing   a   semi-
trailer  fire  truck  (but  apparently   not
with  the Light 'n  Sound  unit),  and  an
Ultimate Control set featuring a "Moon
Trekker" vehicle with  remote  infrared
control  module.

Meccano® S.A. is going head-
to-head   with   the   Imitation   Imports

yehifc|ef:rasn°dma?rt;ra:.haNveewb#!icch::I:%
models     appear     sturdy     and
imaginatively  designed.    The  "action
features" of remote control, lights and
motors  even  lower-range  sets,   are
strong   selling   points.       The   "Wind
F3iders"  include ice vehicles---which
should    be    a    selling    point    for    a
Canadian      Christmas!

Don't look tor the largest sets
tomorrow however; they may arrive
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later  in the year.   Current (1995)  sets
will continue to be available for some
time.     Lou   Boselli  advises  that  mail
order service will be available in both
the  United  States  and  Canada.     A
No.6 set will be $125-130  (U.S.) plus
shipping,   a   No.5   $100,    No.4   $70.
This year will  be Last Chance for the
highly   successful   Ferris   Wheel   set,
originally sold only in the U.S., at $55
p,us shipping.

Irwin   Toys    lnc.    report   that
1995 was a poor year for construction
toy    sales    generally.        They   were
awaiting  a  shipment  from  France  at
the  end  of  May,  and  catalogues  are
available.

The Erector Man robot, which
the New York firm entered in the New
York  Marathon  this  spring,  is  now  a
tourist---off  to  the  U.K.  for  display.
In the  United  States there will  be two
travelling exhibits in 1996, including a
children's  museum tour.

APRIL IN KINGSTON
Seven  enthusiasts  filled  fifty

feet  of  table  space  to  overtlowing  at
the  Kingston  Flail-o-F3ama April  20-
21.    Four  Ferris  wheels  with  flashing
lights    anchored    one    end    of    the
display;      Neil      Fraser's      joystick-
computerized-Etch-a-Sketch  and  a
rotating    Meccano®   tower   sign   the
other end.   Three of the Ferris wheels
were John Wapshott's "other (historic)
systems"      models,      including
Meccano-X  from  the  1930's.     John
also  had  a  selection  of  trucks  and
other  items  built  using  other systems

:fnopt£:tr y::::,.s  fit::, , Si:k°:¥:c:oars
missile    launcher   and    his    crowd-
pulling ball-lift.   Don Pledmond added
a  caboose  to  his  200-ton  wrecking
crane,  an  1893  chemical  fire  engine
designed  by  the  Kingston  fire  chief,
and  an  assortment  of  small  models
for the small  fry.    Leslie  Boberts  had
a  fine  example  of  Keith   Cameron's
Christmas Twisters,  nicely combining
Meccano®  Junior  with  a  ring  of  blue
sector plates, and his popular hockey
game.        Mark   Gordon    brought    a
fascinating  assortment  of  toy  steam
engines  and  early  toy  trains.    Jerry

Dubois      showed      his      Keilberg
(Cameron)  Carousel,  overtype steam
engine (which broke a crankshaft) and
Daedalum.  Over 2000 people saw the
show.

Safety   Tip:      Attila   Szakonyi   uses
cheap  rubber bands for motor drives
on  display  models,   especially  those
vulnerable to small hands.   In case of
a  jam,  or  jammy  finger,  the  rubber
band  breaks  or  flies  otf---avoiding
serious  consequences.     Attila  buys
them by the box of mixed sizes at the
nearest office supply store.

MECCANONET
The  Meccano  Home  Page  is

now     on      the      Internet      at
UBL:gopher://freenet.edmonton.ab.
ca/ho/i/meccano/index.html.

Meccano®      is      a      metal
construction   set  consisting   of   nuts,
bolts, strips girders, brackets, wheels,
axles,  gears  and  pulleys.    It's  a  kid's
toy ... it's an adult toy.   You can make
simple     stuff     ...     you     can     make
amazingly   complex   stuff,   e.g.   a   2
metre tall working dockside crane.

Meccano®   topics   described   on   this
home page include:

•   History of Meccano
•   Meccano  Exhibitions
•   Meccano Books
•    Meccano      Newsletters,      e.g.

"Canadian MeccaNotes"

•   Meccano Model  Plans
•   Meccano Parts
•   Meccano  Imitators
•   Meccano Sources
•   Meccano on the Internet

Colin`Hinz,  our  secretary,  is
at: asfi@interlog.com.   Our president,
Colin  Hoare,  can  be reaclied with e-
mail at colin.hoare@roche.com. He is
already in touch by e-mail with other
Meccano enthusiasts in our wide and
sparse regions.   Don't try to reach the
editor that way; snail  mail  only.

CORRECTION:   Michael Adler of the
International  Society of Meccanomen
is  at  the  following  Internet  address,
corrected from the March issue:

anthias@actcom.co.il    (The  last  two
digits  il  for  Israel,  nor 11 ).
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MARCH IN OTTAWA --- NOT IN TORONTO
Newspaper headlines like that

above   refer   to   a   recent   strike   of
Ontario civil servants; but this story is
about the  annual  toy  and  train  show
at  the  Nepean  Sportsplex  in  Ottawa.
Some ten enthusiasts showed up with
a  fine  display  of  substantial  models.
Attila    Szakonyi's    horserace-cum-
bagatelle   game,   and   Mike   Shaw's
ball-lifting wheels, drew crowds.  The
small fry eagerly cranked and pushed
Don     Pedmond's     table     of     small
models.     Most  sparkling  model  was
Attila's twin-beam  engine in polished
zinc/yellow, though his "Starburst" (or
"Nuclear fission") sparkled with lights.

Mike     Shaw     displayed      a
Canadian    Modelplan    grader,    with
wheels  of  rugged  appearance.    The
ashtray tires were carried on two rings
of   Formed   Slotted   Strips   held   on
circles of  p/n  90a Curved  Strips  and
Faceplates,   with    a   Wheel    Flange
giving    a   very    solid    finish.        Two
versions  of  the  Binns  Pload  display
model    airplane    "octopus"    whirled.
Jerry  Dubois  showed  the  Daedalum
(kinetograph)   trom   the   Consfructor
Quarter/y and  a  Keilberg carousel,  a
Keith  Cameron  model,  as well  as his
big   red-and-black   overtype   steam
plant.

Neil  Eraser had a computer-
driven plotter based on a Spirograph
display   and   Normand   St-Aubin   a
solid model of a concrete mixer truck,
in   which   good   use   was   made   of
narrow Gilbert Erector® strips around
the cab with  some sheet metal  such
as the large mixer contained.

Newcomers this year included
Larry  Yates,   Denis   Fondrouge  and
Plobert Ferlaite, and  Doug Armstrong
from     nearby    North     Cower    who
showed  a  creeper  track  unit  and  a
turntable  which  he  was  working  on.
Bernard   Champoux   from   Montreal
had  a smooth  right-angle  rod  drive,
and    a    hard-working    Meccanitian
driving an  electric clock.

The  Spring  Hobby  Show  at
the   International   Centre   in   Toronto
liad   no   Meccano®  display.      It  was
cancelled when not enough members

could attend.   Over the last few years
there  has  been  an  increasing  Spring
lethargy, or something, about end-of-

SPREAD THIN
What a  lopsided  Association!

Our  mailing  list  for  the  March   1996
issue   included   only   one   copy  sent
east of the St.  Lawrence  Biver valley
(to Nova Scotia); ten to Quebec (eight
of    them    to    Montreal);    twenty    to
Ontario  east  of  Toronto,   35  to  the
Toronto  area,  eight  to  southwestern
Ontario   and  one  to   the  Lakehead;
nineteen  to  all  of the  Prairies;  seven
to B.C.   In September 1983 (issue no.
8     Of      Canadian     Meccanoman's
rvews/effer/   there   was   a   map   of
Canada showing the distribution then,
and  it was  very  similar:  two  in  Nova
Scotia,    seven    in    Quebec,    ten    in
eastern Ontario (mostly up the Ottawa
Pliver    valley),    21     in    and    around
Toronto,    five    in    western    Ontario,
seventeen  on  the  Prairies,  and  23  in
B.C.       A   correspondent   in   France
asked    me    about    Meccano®    club
meetings  in  Canada,  and  there's  his
answer.    We're  lucky  to  have  two  or
three  gatherings  a  year,  and  those
small and  regional.

Seeing that there is an active
British    Columbia    Meccano®    club,
who'Il   beat   the  drum   for   CMIV  out
there---p/easG!       There   must   be
f ifteen  of  you  who   have  not  so  far
supported our national  newsletter.

As to the Atlantic provinces,  I
can  only speak of Nova Scotia,  but  I
know   there   is   Meccano®  out   there
somewhere---or was.    When  I  was
an   eager   Meccano®  boy,   the   local
lumber      baron      lived      near      my
grandfather's house and had a couple
of  boys  older  than  me.     They  had
what  must  have  been  a  No.6  or  7
Meccano©   set---the   real   old    bi.g
nickel-plated  pre-1928 kind.    It filled
a  big  white  wooden  chest  (not  the
original   chest;   more   like   a   blanket
box!)   and   had   among   other  things
one  of  the  early  humpbacked   110V
Meccano® motors.   A decade or so

winter     Meccano®     involvement     at
shows   such   as   the   former   British
Show and the Hobby Show.

later,   the  last  time  I   used   my  own
Meccano® was  in  1940  to  produce  a
model  (more  or  less)  of  the  Ot/eon
Mary,  used in a college production of
Kaufman and Hart's you Can'f Take /I
Wt.th you.  Some time after that I sold
my boxful of Meccano® for what would
now  be  a  pittance.     I'm  sure  it's  in
Nova  Scotia  somewhere.    If  anyone
has  a  Gilbert  Meccano®  motor  with
removable sideplates, with their sharp
square   corners   filed   off,   that   was
mine.  Let me know who and where.

Meccan#ebei':J°£8:#n:#:d!i:ts:
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it  goes  on  and  on.    Someone  from

:;:6nwdrfi::eMCMeen£*tot:teti:?:'%a°df
dried  up---but  the  very  next  letter
related a find of four No.9 sets and a
whole collection of Gears,  Army  and
other  special  sets!    We  do  wish  we
could tuck an advertising slip for CMIV
into every set sold in Canada---that
was what Binns  Pload  used  to do for
the   Mecoano   Magaz/.ne---but   the
commercial    interests,    from    Binns
Pload   onward,   have  always   turned
deaf ears to our ideas.

How  do  we  go   after  those
great  blank  areas  on  the  Canadian
map---send     out     Meccano®
missionaries?     Be  sure  you  always
answer   those   inevitable   questions:
"Can  you  still  buy  Meccano?"     Put

::#t:S:rT,enf§vej#eccyaonuor®kj,I:caa:
presents  or  prizes  on  every  possible
occasion---and  maybe to adults  as
well  as  to  youngsters;  lots  of  adults
are  still  young  at  heart,  if  you  catch
them  unawares.   Look at us;  and we
haven't   counted    how   many    CMrv
subscribers are senior citizens

Don  F3edmond
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EXHIBITIONS:   QUEBEC CITY, 1995
We're trying to catch up on Meccanpe
events  in Canada;  but this  report by
Gactan Parent reached CMN just too
late for the March issue.

The  Meccano®  show  at  the
Provincial Exhibition in Quebec City in
August 1995 was sponsored by lrwin
Toys and by Kirouac, a small chain of
toy  stores,  and  held  under  a  large
tent.   We arrived  in  the  afternoon  of
August   16,   and   one   person   had
already  set  up  the  majority  of  the
models   sent   by   the   company.       I
helped him put the Toronto Sky Dome
model  (panicularly  large  and  heavy)
on  its stand,  and then  my wife and  I
unloaded the pickup truck and set up
at  the  place  reserved  for  us.     We
brought two small cranes  (previously
seen  at  the  Ottawa  show  in  March
1994).     I  brought  an  ill-fated  small
level   luffing   crane,    inspired   by   a
Temsi   model   but  with   "subtemsial"
modifications--ill fated because a cat
had  climbed  on  the  boom  at  home
and    reversed    it   with    only    minor
damage;  but  at  Quebec  during  the
show a loose tent panel pushed by the
wind  sent  it directly  onto the floor.    I
had   lots   of   parts   to   straighten   to
restore it to working condition.

I   also  brought  a  tow  truck
mounted  on  61/2in.  ashtray  tires  1:8
scale,   a  forklift  truck  at  the  same
scale, and a small doll carriage.   One
day  when  I  was  tired  of  working  on
my  models   my  wife  brought  me  a
small doll powered by an AA cell, with
both   arms   and   legs   moving,   and
asked  me to make it a carriage.   It is
mounted on obsolete black/red metal
road  wheels,  is  coil  sprung  (Marklin)
and has a reversible top.

We had to be at the Quebec
show   from   Aug.   16   to   27,   twelve
hours a day from  10 to  10.   Norman
and Madeleine St-Aubin joined us tor
two    days    in    the    first    weekend,
bringing   a   red/green   mobile  crane
mounted on 4in.  Meccano® tires, and
a ready-mix concrete truck mounted
on   3in.    Meccano®   wheels.       Larry
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Yates  and  his  wife joined  us  for  the
second weekend,  bringing with them
a harbour container-handling crane in
red/green.

We  negotiated  with  the  local
lrwin   Toys   representative   that   the
company pay our expenses!  We had
discussed  this  before  coming  to  the
show.

IRWIN TOY MODELS

Fig.1 :   Eiffel Tower

Fig.2:   Chess game

Fig.3:    A  No.10  set  ship  and  a  twin
Ferris wheel.   The latter worked, but I
had not brought enough electric cord
to  plug  it  in.     I  had  to  remove  the
chain from the sprockets, because too
many    people    attempted    to    turn
wheels.    Being  loose  they  could  be
turned without damage.

Fig.4:      This   ship   is   based   on   the
No.10 set model, but has been built at
a larger scale!

Fig.5:    The  Toronto  Sky  Dome  is  a
very   impressive   model   which   must
have  taken  a  lot  of  work  and  time.
Plounding the ops using threaded rods
is a clever idea.

Fig.6:            Ed      Barclay's      gearing
demonstration.      Before  the  show   I
plugged   it   in   to   see   if   it  was   still
working.   I replaced a lost grubscrew.
As  we  had   no  time  to  watch   it,   I
decided  to  unplug  it---I  was  afraid
''little   fingers"   would   be  caught   by

unshielded gears.   A  Plexiglas cover
would  be a good addition!   The "little
skaters"   model   is  partly  visible  just
behind  Norman  St-Aubin's  concrete
mixer  truck.     It  worked  properly  tor
many   days;    it   was   covered   with
plexiglass so no one could disturb it.

Nor)IVIAN ST-AUBIN'S MODELS

Fig.7:   This lorry-mounted crane has
so    many    features    it    is    hard   to
describe!   lt is powered  by two  120V
AC motors, one for the truck and one
for the crane.   It is mounted on wood
blocks to show the working features of
front and rear suspensions.  The front
three   axles   are   steered   from   the

steering wheel.   Each rear axle has a
differential;  they   are  powered  by  a
complex transmission.  The outriggers
go  in  and  out,  up  and  down.    With
such  a  number  ot  rear  axles  a  load
could be carried with the boom facing
the rear.   It is amazing how someone
not connected with the full-size thing
can   reproduce   it's   mechanisms  so
well!   (I never asked to see tlie inside
movements;  I  consider  it  like "patent
pending"---copying   someone   else
from A to Z or following instructions is
like  cheating!)     The  crane  features
boom hoist, main and auxiliary hoists
and a little rear hoist for removing the
counterweight,      and      slewing
movement.        Unpowered   functions
include a foldable gantry, telescoping
boom     with     stops,      and     quick
dismantling of boom and jib.   I give its
movements an A+.

Fig.8:   Concrete mixer truck:   An old
model      revamped      with      newer
movement including the mixing barrel,
it    is    mounted    on    Sin.    Meccano®
wheels.

LAFIHY YATES' MODEL

Fig.9:        Harbour    container   crane,
powered by a 120V AC motor, with all
needed movements.  The boom lifts to
clear  ship  movements.     (The  chain
visible  was  padlocked  to  a  table  leg
for security.)

GAETAN PAF]ENT'S MODELS

Fig.10:     My   small  cranes   are  very
similar; the only difference is that one
has two front axles.    All  motions  are
operated by small can motors, which
are  inexpensive  (from  Radio  Shack)
but   need   a   machined   bushing   to
make  the shaft  Meccano® size.   The
motors   are   mounted   on   modified
fishplates  to  clear  the  shaft  bearing,
by  using  suitable  very  small  screws
through  the  lossted  holes.     Most  ot
these motors use a worm on the shaft
to reduce the speed.   The small level
'#::ncganos®hj8#sdpeec:a:eDu::efotjfvo:

travelling,    one   for    hoist,    one   tor
slewing,    and   the   other   for   boom
movements.



Fig.1 : Eiffel Tower

Fig.11:    Tow  truck,  about  1:8  scale
using    ashtray   tires,    has   opening
doors.    The fenders  are  attached  to
the    hood,    whicli    tilts    giving    fast
access to the steering gear, which  is
powered  by  a can  motor,  using  limit
switches  to  prevent  jamming  of  the
mechanism   (but   sorry,   no   dummy
engine).  Travelling motion is powered
by   a   Heetoperm   motor   through   a
four-speed   transmission   electrically
shifted by two solenoids, forward and
reverse being selected  by an electric
switch.

The     rear     axle     has     a
differential and "deep reduction" hubs
that will be described below,
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Fig.2: Chess game

Fig.3: No.10 set ship & twin Ferris wheel

Fig.4: Ship based on No.10 set

concerning the forklift truck.  The rear
hoist is powered by a can motor.

Fig.12-13:    Forklift truck:    About  1:8
scale,      it     was     based     on     my
remembrance   of   a   similar   forklift   I
operated years ago.  It has can-motor
operated      steering;      travelling      is
operated    by    a    Decaperm    motor
through   a   two-speed   transmission
shifted    by    a    solenoid    (which    is
unreliable   because   there   was   not
space to make accurate adjustment of
the tension spring).

Lifting  motion  is  operated  by
a dummy hydraulic cylinder which  is
actually pieces of straight copper

tubing  sliding  in  each  other.    A  gin.
threaded  rod  was  turned  to  lift  and
lower   the   load,   a   19-tooth   pinion
being  attached  to the  machined  end
of the threaded  rod  and  turned by a
worm powered by a can-motor drive
with   3:1   reduction   and   a   universal
joint.  The tilting, forward and back, of
the mast is done by double thickness
strips, one each side, attached to the
mast and to the outer holes of a 95-
tooth gear used as an eccentric.  The
tilt  is  also  powered  by  a  small  can
motor via reduction.

The wheels, like those on the
tow   truck,    have   "deep   reduction"
hubs.
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Fig.5: Toronto Sky Dome

Fig.6: Ed Barclay's gearing demonstration

Fig.7: Lorry-mounted crane
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When I first built models using
ashtray tires,  I had problems with the
travelling   motion.     There  were  two
possible ways  to  fix  this:    to  put the
whole model on blocks or a stand, or
to  use custom-made parts.   I  took a
chance on the second way,  enabling
the   model   to   run   on   the   floor.      I

g:§:g:e#e:c3;nn.ogo:;a:tfrx::,g:ojt::htaot
is   bolted  one  on   each  side  of  the
differential   housing.      The   vehicles

#:!8ch:nj:®Ca::i:d:#negSnf.roa:'e.th:
differential passes through the hollow
axle  and  carries  on  its  end  a  pinion
t#£jcnagn:3smh:tf:i::9nga:ia:::::u:hbtyh:

outer     hole     of     a     custom-made
faceplate,  gin.  thick with  a gin.  centre
hole, which supports the inner wheel.
This  shalt  is   also  journalled   in  the
plate of the outer of the dual wheels,
which   are   attached   together   using
three threaded bosses and necessary
washers.

The matching gear mentioned
above   is   actually   between   the  two
wheels.  On the inner end of this shaft
is  an  11-tooth  pinion  turning  around

i:6ta6ra-:c::a:tth:e:i:b[:de{:f,(xf::Vtn:gteernrih::a::;
shaft  and  bolted  to  the  end  of  the
differential     housing;     the     custom
faceplate is then slid onto the shaft, a
gin.  collar  fitted  so  the  faceplate  has
almost   no   sideways   motion.      The
custom   parts  were  made  by  Terry
MCEwen  many years  ago.    The  hub
works smoothly and reliably.

I   noticed   something   wrong
with  the  steering  of  the  truck:     the
front  tires  showed  a  lot  of  distortion
while  steering.     I  noticed  the  same
problem   while    running    the   forklift
frame and wheels over the table while
applying some pressure on the frame.
Since fullsize vehicles don't have such
problems,  I  discovered  tliat  on  them
all the knuckle arms point toward the
inside  of the vehicles.   This  is  called
the  Ackermann  steering  design.     (I
have  worked  under  cars  and  trucks
hundreds   of   times;    I   think   I   was
asleep all these years!)   I had done
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exactly  the  reverse.     Pleversing  the
knuckles   on   the   model   solved   the
problem.

The crawler crane (Fig.10 and
14)   is   powered   by   nine   larger  can
motors.  All five drums have the same
unusual   differential   brake   systems.
Brake  bands  are  made  from  brass
shim   stock,   on   which   was   glued
special    rubber   tape.       Two   wheel
flanges   back-to-back  are  used   as
brake  drums.    At  this  time  only  two
drums  are  in  use,  the  remaining  two
to be used if a gantry boom or luffing
jib is needed.   The slewing movement
is  powered  by  t\^ro  can  motors.     A
geared    roller   bearing    is   used   as
turntable,   the   centre   hole  of  these
parts  being  gin.     I  had  two  gin.   hole
faceplates machined, and bolted these
to the outer sides of the GBB plates,
and   big   gears   between   the   plates.
During     assembly    ot    the    crawler
structure to the upper crane structure,
a gin.  bolt was  locknutted  in  place  as
a centre pin.

The     travelling      motion      is

powered   by   two   fast,   strong   can
motors,   one   for   each   track.   I   had
problems with  this  motion:   first of all
the two rear sprockets became loose;
I   had  to  tighten  all  the  parts  every
night.     I  had  to  make  two  narrower
38-tooth  gears.     At  the  end  of  the
third day a 65-tooth gear began to be
loose on its boss, and I had nothing to
replace  it.    So  the  travelling  motion
was  dead  for  the  remainder  of  the
show.       To   prevent   such   a   thing
reappearing,  I  had  two  special  parts
made:   one   end  was   like   a  socket
coupling;   the  other   has   an   8-hole
flange  pressed  on,  which  could  then
be  bolted  directly  to  the  face  of  the
gear.   This eliminated  reliance on the
original  boss  of  the  gear.     For  the
sprockets  (purists won't  like this one)
I calculated the distance between the
caterpillar track links, and made from
Sn. plywood two sprockets.  Each was
fitted between two Exacto 21/2in. wheel
flanges.  I  replaced  a  l9-tooth  pinion
by  a  25-tooth  pinion,  worm-driven
trom  the  can  motor.  Trials  on  vinyl
floor  covering  showed   it  going  well
and able to steer.

Fig.8: Concrete mixer truck

Fig.9: Harbour container crane

Fig.10: Gaetan Parent's small cranes
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Fig.12:  Forklift truck
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CANADIAN      MODELING
ASSOCIATION      FOR      IVIECCANO
AND ALLIED SYSTEMS

ABSTF3ACT      OF      MINUTES      0F
EXECUTIVE  MEETINGS

26 Nov.1995

A      claim      from      Brown's
Graphics and Printing, Petrolia, tor an
unpaid account of $2,182.28 for 1994
printing,  was  discussed,  and  it  was
agreed   that   the   legal   situation   be
studied      and      an      alternative
arrangement be sought.

The  Association's  name  was
amended to read as above.

Negotiation      with      the
management    of    the    March    1996
hobby  show,  and  negotiation  for  an
honorarium, was to be undertaken by
the President.   Generation of revenue
by sales at the  hobby shows was  left
open for further discussion.

11  Feb.1996

An  offer  of  settlement  of  the
printing  bill,   in  the  amount  of  $900,
was rejected by Brown's Graphics and
Printing.       A    proposal   to   send    a
cheque  for  $900  was  agreed  to,  but
no  action  was  to  be  taken  until  the
Association's  financial  situation  was
clearer   after   the   first   issue   of   the
newsletter was published.

MW   Models  was   to   receive
200  copies  of  the  newsletter.     The
Executive    recommended    that    the
newsletter  title  be  "CMAMAS  News",
subject to the Editor's leeway, but that
an  identifiable trademarked word  not
be  used  in  the title.

It      was      reported      that
participation in the March 1996 spring
hobby   show   was    unlikely,   despite
"Meccano®" being  advertised  in show

flyers.

Procedures for reimbursement
of   expenses    by    members    of   the
Executive were established, including
itemized statements, receipts, and file
copies.   A bank account was opened
1   Dec.1995  with  a  balance  of  $410.

Incoming   funds   included   $2,505.50
through the  President being  payment
from  MW  Models  ($2,466.70)  and  a
U.S.    magazine    subscription;    $144
(U.S.)   for   subscriptions;    and   $232
(Cdn.)  for subscriptions.

13  April  1996

Typographical   errors   in   the
March  1996   Canadian  MeccaNotes
were noted  for correction.

Difficulties    in    arrangements
with  the  management  of  the  Spring
Hobby Show were discussed.    It was
agreed that while it should be feasible
for  the  Association  to  have  its  own
show, a stable financial base would be
necessary  for  that  to  happen.     The
Executive   agreed   that   a   preprinted
flyer  for  the   24th   annual   Canadian
Toy     Collectors     Society    show     in
October 1996, could be included with
the     June      issue     of      Canadi.an
MeccaNotes.

The    Treasurer    reported    a
balance of $3,340.37,  less $25.82 for
printed      cheques;      interest      for
December    through    February    was
$6.40.     Deposits  of  32  membership
cheques were $643.31  (plus three not
yet    deposited),     giving     a    current
balance  of  $3,964.26.     Invoices  and
receipts for the March 1996 newsletter
totalled      $550.73,      which      was
reimbursed to the Editor together with
an  advance of $400 on June printing
costs.

Questions posed by the Editor
were  discussed;    It  was  agreed  that
commercial advertising rates be $100
full  page,  $60  half page,  $35 quarter
page.    It was  decided  to  provide  Ed
Barclay      with      an      honorary
(complimentary)      subscription      in
recognition of his positive contribution
to   the   hobby   in   Canada.       It   was
agreed that subscription copies of the
newsletter   to   the   United   States   be
sent  Air  Mail  (i.e.   First  Class).     The
Editor noted that by law two copies of
Canadian     MeccaNotes     must    be
deposited with the National  Library of
Canada.     The  President  will  handle
copies   exchanged   with   other   clubs
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(presently  about  ten  copies).   It  was
agreed that high gloss paper be used
tor Canadian MeccaNotes, at an extra
cost  of  about  $100  per  issue,  partly
out of concern for better reproduction
of illustrations, and also out of interest
in     the     perceived     value     of     the
magazine.         It    was    agreed    that
"classified" private advertisements be

free  to  subscribers,  with  a  maximum
length  of five  lines.

Correspondence     from     Mr.
Leighton   Hill   was   received   by   the
President,  including  two  model  plans
(H.M.      Yacht      Britannia,       and
Showman's Traction  Engine).

Correspondence     from     Mr.
David Williams had been received by
Internet by the President.   A Meccano
Home  Page  has  been  established  at
gopher://freenet.edmonton.ab.ca/h)/i/
meccano.index.html    ---    this    has
already  resulted  in  public  interest  in
the      Association,      including      new
subscriptions.   Correspondence from
Mr.   Kirk  F3oth  was  received;  he  too
has      an      Internet      address:
meccman@idirect.com.

In Answer to correspondence
from   Sr.   Albert   F}ichini,   in   Buenos
Aires,  it was agreed to extend to  him
a    complimentary     subscription,     in
recognition of his contribution of news
and   ideas.     Sr.   Plichini  proposes  to
issue Exacfo rvews, and the Executive
responded  positively.   The  Executive
were also interested in organizing the
placement   of   wholesale   orders   for
Exacto,  the  first  purchase  to  occur
probably late in  1996.

The  President  proposed  that
Mr.   Geoff   Wright   (MW   Models)   be
offered    bulk    copies    of    Canad/.an
MeccaIVotes at prices varying with the
quantity   ordered   (100,   150   or   200
copies).

The  President  had   received
further    communication    from    Scott
Martyn,  of  Brown's  Printing,  Petrolia,
Ont.,  and  expressed  an  urgent  need
to settle the matter quickly.

The   Executive  decided   that
legal opinion be sought, the President
to make the arrangements.
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RECCANO® - A SHORT HISTORY
dy  Darvid Williams

Mechanics  Made  Easy",  the
forerLlnner of Meccanoe, was patented
in 1901  dy Frank Hornby of Liverpool,
England.    He  teamed  up with  a  Mr.
EIIiott,   who   provided   much   of   the
required venture capital,  and  started
producing   sets.      These   early   sets
contained  about  15  different  pieces
and were made of tin plate. The basic
concept of using perforated strips and
plates that were tasted  together with
nuts and bolts was very novel and the
company steadily grew.

Over  the  next  few  years,  a
number  of  different  sized  sets  were
introduced   and    new   pieces   were
introduced, for example brass gears.
During   this   era,   many   new   model
competitions  were  sponsored  by  the
company. The prize money was quite
substantial  for  the  time  and  a  lot  of
interest was generated.   Some of the
prize  winning  early  models  included
Ferris   Wheels,    Looms   (that   wove
cloth), the Meecanograph and a Motor
Car   Chassis.       In   later   years,   the
YMCA  in  Edmonton  held  Meccano®
model competitions.

In  1907,  a  new  factory  was
established   on   Duke   Street.      The
company  invested  jn  new equipment
and  had  several  employees.    A  few
years later they moved again to larger
quarters  on   West   Derby   F}oad.     In
1908   Frank  Hornby  bought  out  his
parmer and changed the name of the

#jEL::.:eR£::nc.o®T:a,:ysne:F:::
mostly  nickel  plate  and  brass.    The
company exported to many countries.
e.g. Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
India  and  other  parts  of  the  British
Commonwealth.         In    later    years.
Meccano® was manufactured in other
countries  as well,  e.g.  France,  Spain
and Argentina.  For a few years, there
was   a   Meccano®   factory   in    New
Jersey, U.S.A. but this was eventually
closed   down.   The   Gilbert   Erector©
sets captured much ot the US market.

In  1914,  a  large  new  factory
was  constructed   at   Binns   Pload   in
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Liverpool.    This  was  to  become  their
home    for    66    years.         Meccano®
production was not interrupted by the
First  World  War.     The  first  issue  of
Mecoano Magaz/.ne was  published  in
1923.

In  1926, Meccano® in Colours
was    introduced.       The   colours   of
Meccano®  pieces   were  changed   to
red,  green  and  brass.     Nickel  plate
Meccano® continued to be available.

In    1934,   the   colours   were
changed   again,   at   least   in   Great
Britain.    Strips  were  now  finished  in
gold    paint    and    flat    plates    were
finished in dark blue with gold cross-
hatching.    Sets  with  this  finish  were
not  normally  exported  however,  the
red/green sets were still produced for
the export market (e.g.  Canada).

Frank   Hornby   was   elected
M.P.  in  1931.    In  1936,  Frank Hornby
died,  a  very  rich  man;  his  company
was taken over by his relatives.

Meccano®    production    was

#':edM:::!anngot®h:a::ocr°yndw#rj8#atr6
produce war related materials.  There
was  a  further  slow  down  during  the
Korean  War  as  metal  was  in  short
supply.    After   the   war,    production
slowly  resumed,  bit  by  bit.     All  new
sets were once again produced in red,
green & brass -the blue/gold colours
were discontinued.

In      1964,      another     colour
change took place.   The pieces were
changed  to  silver,  yellow  and  black.
Only 6 years later in  1970, black was
replaced  by  blue  and  all  of  the  sets
were  downgraded  in  size  (e.g.  they
started calling a No.4 set a No.5 set).

Some    specialty    sets    were
produced over the years as well.   For
example     there     were     Aeroplane
Constructor     sets,      Motor      Car
Constructor sets, Electrical sets, Army
sets,  Combat  sets,  Highway  Vehicle
sets,      Crane     sets     and     the
"Meccanoids".       Meccano   Ltd.   also

produced   other   toys,    e.g.    Hornby
Trains.

For  over  forty  years,  the  set
contents  were  relatively  unchanged.
In   1978,   a   drastic   change   in   set
contents    was    made    and    another
colour change was made, this time to
dark blue, yellow and brass.

However,      the      company's
fortunes had taken a beating over the
last  few  years.     In  November  1979,
Meccano®   Ltd.   went   suddenly   into
receivership.     This  was  a  shock  to
everyone,   including   the   employees.
They  staged  a  sit-in  strike  in  a  last
ditch   effort   to   keep   the   company
going.   However in the end they gave
up  and  the  Binns  Poad  factory  was
emptied  and demolished  jn  1980.

Meccano®    is    still    availably
however.         Their    original     French
subsidiary,    now    an    independently

%:::n.®c:.:ELanay,,ac::ii)inprF.daunccee:
Around     1990,     Meccano®     France
purchased  the  rights to  the "Erector"
trademark  in  the  U.S.A.  and  started
selling      Meccano®     sets      marked
"Erector    Meccano"    in   the    U.S.A„

Exacto      Ltd.      of      Buenos      Aires,
Argentina still  produces  Meccano®.

Beferences:

1.           The Meccano system and the
Special   Purpose   Meccano   Sets  dy
Bert    Love    &    Jim    Gamble    (New
Cavendish    Books,     London     1986)
lsBN 0-904568-36-9
2.           The  Meccano  super  Models
by   Geoff   Wright   (New   Cavendish
Books,      London      1978)
lsBN 0-904568-07-5

3.            Greenberg's  Guide to  Gilbert
Erector  Sets  Volume  One  -1913-
1932   by   William   M.   Bean   &   AI   M.
Sternagle      (Greenberg      Publishing
Company,      Sykesville      1993)
ISBN 0-89778-075-2

David  Williams,   Edmonton,   Alberta,
CANADA,   Meccano®   Collector   and
Meccanoman.

mail  to:

meccano@freenet.edmonton.ab.ca
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ERECTOR:  ANOTHER PIECE OF THE HISTORY
Discovering  Late  Erector  1963-1988
by     Marshall     MCKusick.
Ashton  House Press, 820 Park F}oad,
Iowa      City       IA      52246       U.S.A.
Tel.     (319)     338-6746
$40  U.S.  postpaid.

Collectors and modelers alike
will   welcome  this   guide  to  the   last
third    of    the    life   of    A.C.    Gilbert's
construction    toy.       The   first   third,
1913-32, was covered in Greenberg's
Guide  to  Gilbert  Erector  Sets, Vat.  I
by  Bean  and  Sternagle.    MCKusick's
book   appears   before   the   promised
Vol.  11  ot  the  Greenberg  Gui.de,  and
documents the decline and fall of the
Gilbert empire.

The     economic     history     of
Meccano® and that of what began  as
Gilbert      Erector®      have      uncanny
parallels,    though   with    a   decade's
delay    between     the    two.         From
Hornby's  1901   invention,  through  its
domination   in   the   U.K.   and   British
dominions  for  sixty  years,   to  being
swallowed   up   by   toy-industry   and
then    multinational   firms,    and   final
sputtering   out   in   England   in   1978,
Meccano's fortunes can be compared
with    those   of   A.C.    Gilbert's    1912
adaptation of Hornby's inspiration, the
rise  of  Erector®  to  domination  in  the
United States and its absorption of the
Meccano® name and firm in 1928, the
decline   of   Gilbert's   family   firm   and
absorption  by  a  succession  of  larger
firms,   to   ultimate  collapse   in   1988.
Hornby's  Plevenge  occurred  in  1991
when     Meccano     S.A.     of     France
purchased the Erector trademark and
began marketing Meccano® under the
name familiar to Americans.

The   parallel    is   even    more
piquant  looking   at   Erector®  manual
models of the late 1970's and  1980's,
dominated by space, war and fantasy
themes    as   was    Meccano®   in    the
1980's.          Both     systems     showed
ramshackle,      fantastic      models,
culminating  in  Meccano® with  Space
2501      and      Meccanoids---badly
designed  and  publicized.     MCKusick
summarizes the  Erector® slide:

"Later,      Gabriel      Industries,

CBS Toys,  Ideal Toys and finally View
Master  toy   executives   all   degraded
mechanical  complexity  because  they
could  not  conceive  of  boys  tinkering
with  pulleys,  gears  and  hoists.   They
killed  American  Erector  with  MBA's,
market surveys, and electronics.   In a
SM°eT::nhoa®ta,g:rdaj'::'pp:::eea.„English

MCKusick's    fine    and    frank
analysis  of  the  multifarious  sets  and
marketing   outlets,   which   made   up
Erector®   of   1963-88,   pays   special
attention  to  the  clues  which   enable
identification of even  incomplete sets:
paperwork,    packaging,    parts,    and
code  numbers.    It  is  complicated  by
the   Gilbert   policy   of   selling    entire
special   lines   through   large-volume
retailers   such   as   Sears,   for  whom
special    names    and    slogans   were
used.     This   was   not   new  with   the
1960's---it  had  been  done  for thirty
years.    But  as  packaging  went  from
sturdy wood  and  steel  to paperboard
and plastic, it more often disappeared
and     left    few    clues.          Wherever
examples    are    available,    sets    are
illustrated   in   the   book,   and   typical
models   are   shown   in   good-sized
illustrations    including   some   foldout

plans.

Coping    with    this    mass    of
subtly     variant     numbers,     names,
colours  and  labels  would  have  been
easier  for  the  reader  if  indexes  had
been provided.   The sequence of sets
is logical in the text, but their numbers
are      anything      but      sequential.
Numerous  parts  lists  are shown  year
by year,  but here is no single index to
parts    and    sometimes    only    small
differences apparent in flipping pages.
The Gilbert set sizes,  with  their well-
known   and   apparently   meaningless
universal suffix "1/2", are little help, and
some have apparently been assigned
arbitrarily    by    the    compiler.        It    is
impossible   to   suggest   reasons   for
some   things   the   firm   did,   such   as
introducing  the  "Constructor  5-in-1"
series  with  hole  pitches  and  patterns
such that they were incompatible with

standard  Erector,  or  the  "F3ide-Em"
set  which  made  child-size  vehicles
which   could   not   be   assembled   by
children.

As      a      co[lector's      tool,
Discovering    Late    Erector    asstigr\s
values  to  sets  in  various  conditions,
as  does  Greenberg's  Guide.    These
have been based on estimated 1996-
97  prices,   which   gives  a  basis  tor
factoring    inflation    into   prices,    and
factors reducing values are stated.

The value Of Discovering Late
E/ecfor will  increase when  the series
of collectors'  guides  is  complete with
Greenberg's  Gui.de Vol.  11.   The book
is   comb-plastic   bound   with   colour
covers  protected  with  plastic,  which
helps control the cost of a book which
must have been a major project---a
labour of love which the author admits
is   intended   tor   a   small   coterie   of
collectors.   As one of the few serious
detailed     works      about      major
construction    systems,     D/.score//.ng
Lafe    Erector    should     be     beside
Greenberg's  Gu;.de  and  the  Hornby
Companion  Series  for  every  serious
construction-system enthusiast.

D.A.F3.

: WA.NT.S . AIND : OFFER.S :

Want:    Meccano      Manual      12/23,
English edition, photocopy of page 3-
4 to replace missing page.   Earl  Pitts,
26     Dyer     Court,     Cambridge     ON
N3C 488

Offer:    Red/green,   blue/yellow,   re-
nickeled and zinc parts;  PRICES 40-
60°/o below current prices.   Send  lists
of  wants,  or  ask  for  list  of  parts  in
desired colours.   Earl  Pitts.

Offer:     Exacto  parts  available  from
Canadian stock: e.g. #9g $0.60; #26k
$6.75;  #31   $6.25;  #62c  $1.95;  #145
$9.75;  #146  $14.50;  #239  $0.45;  flat
$5      shipping      fee      to      Canadian
subscribers.   Write for complete  lists.
Colin Hinz, 148 Howland Ave, Toronto
ON  M5Pl  385.
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CANADIAN  MECCANOTES

ESTHETICS 0F MECCANO®
•'It's Pretty, Oh So  Pretty"

Most      people      would      not
describe Meccano® models as "pretty"
(dictionary:  "attractive  in  a  dainty  or
graceful    way").        They    are    often,
instead,    called    hard,    angular   and
ugly.         In    the    'Comfort'    washing
softener  advertisement,   the  model   I
built  had  to  be  harsh  and  angular  to
contrast with the softness of 'Comfort'
washed  clothes.  On  the  other  hand
we   have   Pat   Edkins's   garden   and
flower  models.    They  are dainty  and
graceful.

Yet  I venture to say that any
Meccano®     modeler,      having     just
completed his project, will stand back,
look  at  it  with  pride,   and  think,  "lt's
beautiful!"!   After all,  they say beauty
is in the eye of the beholder.

For   instance,   I   have   some
blue  and  some  white  flat  trunnions
and trunnions.   The colours are quite
pretty.      Would   anyone   like   to   buy
them, to  make his Set 1  or 10 pretty?

--   Lloyd   Spackman,   in   Ivew
Zealand Federation of Meccano
Modellers Magazine, Feb.1996

KEITH  CAMEF]ON  COMMENTS:

We  enjoyed   your  Christmas
Locomotive   last   year...and   wonder
what  unique  idea  you  will  dream  up
this year.   Maybe the  ideas  do come
to you  in  the  middle of the  night...Let
it be know that you  provide much fun

#i::canyoo®usreeinsn,:v,:ti:ei,seT?od#:;
whimsy in a way that is not commonly
seen  in  models built in other systems
such as Lego.   The very basic nature
of   most   Meccano®  parts   lends   the
system     greater     adaptability     and
challenges    the   builder    to    greater
ingenuity in  using those parts.

There    is    a    quote    in    the
September issue of the NZ Magazine
from   a   local   paper:      "A   Meccano®
model  has  a  suggestion  of grittiness
and  toil.     Lego  fits  together  almost
without effort.    It suggests elegance."
The  editor,  Bill  Watt,  is  bound  to  get
many dissenting  opinions  on  fhaf.    I
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cannot   think   of   any    model    more
excelling   in   elegance   than   a   well-
constructed Meccano® model such as
the  GBSC  or  a  fine  Steam   Engine.
Many  models show beauty as well  as
mechanical  excellence.   The balance
between      beauty      and       utilitarian
accuracy   is   hard   to   achieve   in   a
model.    It  is  a worthwhile goal  that  is
infrequently      stressed      in      our
discussions  and  articles.  Brain  Plowe
and  Pat Briggs certainly  achieve it  in
their  models,  and  nowhere  is  it  more
clearly   seen   than   in   Jupiter,   Pat's
recent orrery.

The  matter  raises  several
issues.    "Beauty  is  in  the  eye  of  the
beholder"       according   to   Margaret
Wolfe   Hungerford    in    Mo//y   Bawn.
This   is  at  best  a  half-truth   and   at
worst is blatant subjectivism.   If /build
a model, it /S beautiful because / built
it, it's My model, I don't care whatever
other  people  say!     The  comparison
between  models  at  the  French  and
British  shows  is  also  pertinent  to  this
debate.       The   French   models   are
oufsfandi'ng/y beautiful on the outside,
but    may    not    be    so    meticulously
perfect   within.      The   British   models
may  be  mechanical  perfection  within
but  their  exteriors   are  all   too  often
plain    Jane.        Who    is    to    decide?
Perhaps we should  give  extra  marks
for  artistic  appearance.     Plemember
Servetti's      model      of      an      Indian
goddess?  People said, "but she didn't
do  anything."    What  did  they  expect
her   to   do?      Likewise   the   glorious
model of Barcelona Cathedral.  Jean-
Louis Figureau refers to this subject in
his book.   And I think your models are
beaut/./u/, and that is in large measure
due to their originality.  Your Trunnion
Christmas Tree still graces my special
table of memorabilia.

The facile snap-together Lego
principle appeals to those captured by
the      current      desire      for      t.nsfanf
grafi.fi.cafi.on.   Give me nuts and bolts,
lots   of   'em.       Here's   hoping   many
young    people    take    to    Meccano®
following  Howard  Sie's  example  and
inspired by his enthusiasm.

MECCANO®      CANADA,      WHEF}E
WEFIE  YOU?

Meccano Ltd. had a Canadian
office  in  Toronto  for over  forty years.
During this time however they moved
half  a  dozen  times.     As  part  of  the
Canadian history of the firm, there are
gaps which  need to be filled.

By 1924 Meccano Ltd. were at
45  Colborne  Street,   as  listed   in  the
Meccano    Magazine    .in    December
1924,  the   Book  of   New   Models  .in
April  1929,  and  the  00-3  Manual  of
April  1930.    In  that year  they  moved
to  34  St.  Patrick  Street,  as  listed  in
the    00    set    Instructions    and    the
Standard  Mechanisms both  ol  1930
and   the   1933  Meccano®  catalogue.
By the  end  of  1935  they  had  moved
to  187-189  Church  Street,  indicated
in  the  Mrv  for  December,   and   in  a
1939/40   Meccano®  sales   list.      The
1942  parts  list  gives  the  address  as
270 lslington Ave.  South, Toronto  18,
and   so   does   the   1963   parts   list.
However,   the   Meccano®  catalogues
for   1955,   1956   and   1957   bear   an
address of  675  King  Street West---
despite     the     1963     lslington     Ave.
address.      Were   there   two   sets   of
premises  at  some  time,  perhaps  an
office/sales      location      and      a
warehouse/distribution centre?

Meccano Ltd. closed their own
Toronto  offices  sometime after  1963,
and     Parker    Brothers,    the    major
American    manufacturer   of   games,
became the Canadian  agents.   Their
1974 order form  bears an  address of
Box  601,  Concord  ON  L4K  187.    By
that  time,   however,   Parker  Brothers
were already divesting  themselves of
the Canadian  Meccano agency.

There  has  not  yet  been  an
opportunity    to    study    the    Toronto
directories   for   more   definite   dates.
Any    collector   who    has    Meccano®
literature    bearing    these    or    other
addresses for the Toronto branch can
help    greatly    by    noting    Meccano®
literature   which   bears   a   date   and
Canadian   address,   and   sending   a
note to the Editor.
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PAPER DISC CUTTER
by John J.  Elias

Needing   circular   sheets   of
paper  tor  a  Meccanograph,  I  built  a
cutter  with  the  current  No.6  set  that
will cut 10 to 12 sheets at a time.   The
frame  is  made  of  four  12'/2in.  Angle
Girders   with   51/2in.   Girders   for   the
legs.  Two legs are compounds of 2in.
and  31/2in.  Girder.     The  ends  of  the
frame  are  51/2in.  Strips.     the  turning
mechanism is mounted on a 51/2in. by
21/2in.  Flanged Plate bolted across the
centre of the lower Girders.

Figures   2   and   3   show   this
mechanism clearly.   Note that a 51/2in.
Strip  mounted  on  two   lxl/2in.  Angle
Brackets serves as one bearing for the
Plod which carries the 57-tooth Gear
and  Pinion driving the Contrate Gear.

A  6in.  square  of  plywood  is
secured    to    a    Bush    Wheel    with
woodscrews.    Bolts  could  be  used  if
the  heads were  countersunk into  the
plywood.     Fishplates  at  the  corners
serve  to  hold  the  square  sheets  of
paper in  place.

Flat    Trunnions    bolted    one
hole  off-centre  support  a  compound
Plod  made  of  a  4in.  and  a  2in.   Plod
joined by a plastic connector.   A blade
from   a   utility   knife   is   held   in   place
between two  Flat Trunnions bolted  to
a Bush Wheel.   A rubber band serves
to press the knife down on the paper.

The size of discs cut can be varied by
sliding   the   knife   mechanism   along
therod.      The   completed   discs   are
removed while cutting continues.

MECCANSEARCH
Unused  letters  can  be  used  to  put
away unused parts.

Since    all     the    parts     except    the
woodenturntable  and  the  knife  blade
are  in  a  No.6  set,  it  is  not necessary
to  list the parts  required.

M M R I E C A L P G R E
N A E L C A 0 E U E V M

X R N L H 0 L N T E E U

R G N U P 8 8 T E T L T
E A A S A A I L A I E I

D I P T R L S L V K K L

N D S R G M E E C T T A
I D E A 0 U R 0 S 0 R T
L L T T T P S I L 0 0 0
Y E 0 I 0 U R S 0 K N R
C R 0 0 H u R R E V E L
K I L N P K R N S T 0 P

CLEAN
CONE
CYLINDER
DETOuF\
DIAGF\AM
ELEKTFION
GA7'E
GLITTER
GUNBAF\REL
GuSSET
IDEA
ILLuSTFIATION
KILN
LEVEF\
LIVEFIPOOL
LcOP

MANUAL
METAL
MOTOFI
MUTILATOFI
PHCITOGRAPH
PLACE
PuRIST
SJITURN
SLEEVE
SL07.
SOCKET
SPANNER
SPcOL
STABLE
STOP
TOKEN
TOOL

LIMEPICAL     MECCANO®:         Lloyd
Spackman     of    the    New    Zealand
Federation    of    Meccano    Modellers
reminded   us   of   an   offshoot   of   his
hobby:   limericks  about  Meccano®.

The      NZFMM      Magazt.ne     ran      a
competition    in    1993    for    the    best
Meccano®  limericks.     For  those  who
have  read  the  March  1996  issue  of
Constructor Quarterly, here!s or\e..

That  ingenious  fellow  Brian  Flowe
Built  an  instrument out  of  Meccano;
But   f ound   that   each   string
Was  so  short  it  went  ping!---
A soprano  Meccano  piano.
CMIV   will    publish    readers'

#:afna,,:kTe#cekcsc_a_n:g;:vLdeet:i:hafyt3L:
Meccano®   ain't)   and   rhymed,    and
meet the  Editor's arbitrary standards.
No prizes offered.
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and  b  .±E=  are  known  about
them    AB EH ol+e \Aras  discovered
orrty in  1995,  some sixty years  after
its mamfane.  Presently known are
Cas.e E±j±±eT, produced by the Castle
Mar-_fa?_Tno Co.  in Toronto  in  the
mid-192m5;   TT.e   Engineer,   also   a
Torolb product;  Structomode,  from
Canadian   Toys   Ltd.   of   Hamilton,
Ontario,    1920-29;    and    Canadian
Steel rtsanrfur, apparently a Toronto
product   tle.Iineen   the   World   Wars.
Cmer  coftsm.ction  sets  have  been

sold  in  Canada,  which  were  actually
repackaging  under  Canadian  names
of    systems    well    known    in    other
countries.    These  included  Build-O,
Young  Engineer  and  Constructo,  all
repackagjng   of   the   Czech   system
Merkur,  a  long~established  and  high
quality   construction   system   with   a
metric dimensional  basis.

In  a  light-industrial  district of
Toronto  just  west  of  the  city's  main
axis  of  Yonge  Street  and  University
Avenue,   as   early   as   1922   a   brick
building  at  136-140  Adelaide  Street
West   was   occupied   by   Armstrong
Brothers,   machinists:      Charles   and
Frederick   A.   Armstrong.       In    1936
another tenant in the building was the
Clear  Copy  Litho  Co.  Ltd.,  who  were
by      1939      succeeded      by      G.S.
Armstrong      &      Co.,       lingerie
manufacturers.     Charles   Armstrong
had by that time disappeared from the
scene,  and  between  1941   and  1945
the   firm   became   Armstrong   Bros.
Engineering   Co.   Ltd.       In   1949   it's
officers    were    Hyman     M.     Smith,
president,    and    William    MCMahon,
secretary-treasurer.           Sometime
between    1960   and    1970   the   firm
ceased  to occupy the building, which
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was    now    home   to    Smith    Belting
Works.

Sometime possibly during the
Second  World War, when  the supply
ot Meccano® from  England  had dried
up,    the    Armstrong    firm    saw    an
opportunity      and      produced      a
construction set called The  Engineer.
It was  ingeniously designed,  perhaps
to  avoid  challenges  from  established
systems    such    as    Meccano®    and
Gilbert   Erector®.     Strips  and   plates
were heavy steel.  Strips borrowed the
edge  ridges  of  Gilbert  Erector®,  but
had      equidistant      holes      3/16in.
diameter,   and  were  mostly  of  even
numbers of holes:   8,12 and  16.   The
basic four-flanged plate of 5xl 1  holes
could be distinguished from Meccano®
by it's 0.030in. thickness and the large
holes.    Bolts  and  nuts were  probably
commercial "stove bolt" quality, with a
very  shallow  rounded  head  called  a
"truss  head",  gin.  (9mm) diam.  by gin.

long,  and  nuts gin. square, some only
1/16in.  (1,5mm)  thick,  with  NC  8-32
thread.

Additional      parts      included
3/16in.  diam.  rods from 3 to 9in.  long;

pulleys    15in.    diam.,    and    a    crank
handle  of  extraordinary  dimensions:
2in.  throw  and  6in.  shaft.    The  finish
of   parts   including   some   rods   was
nickel plate, though some pulleys and
rods  were  plain  steel.    Samples  of  a
spanner  included  vary  in  thickness,
but are of clumsy fork-shaped design

only  5/16in.  jaw,  too  small  tor  the
nuts.    Hole pitch  in  strips  is  1/2in.,
a  clumsily-cut  2-hole  strip  has

hole   spacing   of   11/16in.   (17,5mm),
and   angle   brackets   are   formed   by
bending the two-hole strip.

Six  sets  were  sold:     Junior,
Senior,   Deluxe,   Construction,  Truck
and  Farm.   An  "Engineer  Booklet"  in
the  smaller sets  was  tiny  and  poorly
printed,  but there is also  reference to"the new booklet GIANT 0P MASTER

MODELS".      The  only  surviving   set
container  which   has  been   found   is
one  for  the  Junior  set,  a  cardboard
cylinder with tin bottom  and  push-fit
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ONLY IN CANADA, EH?
tin  lid  in tin rim.   Its wraparound  label
Says:
THE   ENGINEEF3  JUNIOFl  |  The
Educational    Construction    Set    for
Young Engineers.

This   title   was    above    and
below  a colourful  drawing  of a  lad  in
a   gaudy   black-and-yellow   striped
sport shirt, working on a truss bridge
through  which  a  sturdy  toy  train   is
passing.    On  the  reverse of  the  can
the  label  said:
THE  ENGINEEFI  Junior  contains
10-6   inch   Bars,    10-4   inch   Bars,
10-Angles, 2-1 %2 inch Links, 2-5 inch
Shafts,   2-Stub    Shafts,    4-Pulleys,
1-Screw   Driver,   1-Wrench,   1-Bag
Bolts & Nuts,1-Engineer Booklet.   42
Pieces     Nickel     plated     ...     $1.98.
Manuf actured   by   Armstrong   Bros.
Engineering      Limited,      Toronto,
Canada.    Distributed  by  John  Stuart
Sales, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

A   descriptive  leaflet  for  the
series  of sets  shows  even  the Junior
set, like the others, in a flat cardboard
box  with  lift-off  lid.    The  larger  sets
contain    a    wide    variety    of    parts,
including      a      motor      vehicle
hood/radiator; a V-shaped snowplow
blade and a wedge-plow or bulldozer
blade;  a  canvas  conveyor  belt  with
crosswise metal buckets, and wooden
rollers to  match;  a snub-nosed truck

cab;  black  rubber  road wheels  1  and
11/2in.  diam.;  pulleys  21/2in.  diam.;  flat
trunnions    of    unique    design;    1/2in.

pulleys,    couplings,    collars,    double
angle  strips,  a  tractor seat;  and  bent
strips,     one     style     curved     to     a
semicircle, one bent into the shape of
a motorcar fender.

The truck cab design, and the
boy's   shirt   in   the  artwork,   certainly
suggest a  period  not  earlier than  the
1940s.

There   are   mysteries   in   the
variety  of  strips  and  finishes  found.
As well as strips with even numbers of
holes  (8,12,16) there are strips with
an  odd  number  of  holes  (7,11,15),
but these have equidistant holes only
at  the  ends.     The  centre  hole  is  at
increased   spacing   from    those   on
either    side:        23/32in.    (18,26mm).
Adding up the spacing, or comparing
strips, the 15-and 16-hole strips are
not the same length despite the extra
centre spacing.  The holes match only
tor  one  half  the  strip,   short  of  the
centre  hole.    The  same  is  the  case
with  8-and  12-holes  trips.    Those
with centre holes are shorter than the
even-number   strips,    so    it    is    not
possible to bolt both ends of "centre-
hole"    strips    to    a    base    or   other
structure    having    a    full    length    of
standard hole spacing.  A rectangle of
strips     will     not     have     right-angle
corners if one side is an even-length
strip and the opposite one a "centre-
hole"  strip.

There  is  also  a  5-hole  strip
with  standard  spacing.    All  of  these
which  have been  seen  are of thinner
metal,  and  rather than  nickel plating

continued on page 19
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DOCKSIDE CRANE FROM NO.6 SET
by John J.  Elias

Construction  of  the  base  is
shown in  Fig.1.   The legs are splayed
out to give  a broader footing.   Since
the   No.6   set   contains   only   eight
121/2in.   Strips   each   of  two  faces   is
made up of two 51/2in.  and  one 31/2in.
Strips.     A  Curved  Strip  gives  each
pair  of  braces  extra  strength.     The
deck of the base  is  made of a  51/2  x
21/2in.  Flanged  Plate  bolted  to  51/2in.
Strips on opposite sides  of the deck.
Two 51/2in. Angle Girders on the other
two sides  of the deck  have bolted  to
them  51/2  x  31/2in.   Flexible  Plates  to
complete the deck.

Skirting  the  sides  of  the  top
deck   are   two   51/2   x   21/2in,   Flexible
Plates;  the  other  two sides  are  each
built up from two 21/2 x 21/2in.  and one
21/2xll/2in.    Flexible    plates.       These
three plates are held in place by bolts
through the bracing Strips, one bolt in
the fourth holes form the top and the
other in  the fifth  hole.

Other     figures     show     the
housing  of the  mechanism.   Two  31/2
x  21/2in.   Flanged   Plates  are  held   in
place by two Semicircular Plates, and
a  21/2in.   Strip  bolted   to  the  bottom
centre  holes  of the  Flanges.   To  this
Strip  a  Double  Bent  Strip  is  bolted
off-centre (Fig.4).   This and the Strip
below it serve as bearings for a 11/2in.
F3od   carrying   a   50-tooth   Contrate
Gear.   A 4in. F]od carrying a 19-tooth
Pinion  passes  through  the  Flanged
Plates   at   the   third   hole   from   the
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bottom   and   can   slide   through   the
Plates.   When  the  Pinion  is  engaged
with the Contrate it causes the crane
boom  to swing,  by  a crossed  Driving
Band  between  the  vertical  Pod  and
the   2in.   Pulley   which   is   stood   off
above  the  base  on   long  bolts.   The
gears  are  meshed  by  a  lever,  a  5-
hole  Strip,  loosely  pivoted  on  a  1/2in.
bolt  (hidden  behind  the vertical  Strip,
Fig.6).   The 1/2in.  Pulley on the  Bod  is
not  actually  needed,  as the  Bod  can
by  simply pushed  back to  disengage
the swing  motion.

The  vertical  lever  (Fig.8)  is  used  to
push  in the Plod on which a 57-tooth
Gear  is  mounted.    A spring  between
the  Gear  and  Flanged  Plate  pushes
the  Pod  back.    On  the  other  end  of
this   Plod   a  1/2in.   Pulley   is   mounted.

(rvote:    Fig.5 shows a  tin.  Pulley;  but
as the set has only four, a 1/2in.  Pulley
must   by   used    instead.)       A   cord
around  the  Pulley  and  attached  to  a
spring (Fig.5) acts as a brake to keep
the boom in  position.

A    31/2in.  .  Rod    through    the
centre of the Flanged plates carries a
19-tooth      Pinion      which      turns
continuously  when   the   motor   runs.
The  motor  is  bolted  to  a  21/2  x  1/2in.
Double Angle  Strip and  has  a Worm
on  it's  shaft  (Fig.3,4).     Another  4in.
Bod,  in the second  hole from  the top
of the  Flanged  Plates,  also  carries  a
19-tooth  Pinion.    A  spring  between
the   upper   horizontal   lever   and   the
Plate  (Fig.5)  disengages  this  Pinion
from   the   Worm.       The   lin.    Pulley

shown     in     Fig.5     is     not     actually
necessary.          A     Plod     and     Strip
Connector  (Fig.6)  presses  against  a
Spring    Clip   when    the   gears    are
disengaged   and   acts   as   a   brake.
Adjustment  o{  all  gears  is  critical  for

proper and smooth operation.
Two    51/2    x    21/2in.     Flexible

Plates,  not  shown  in  the  figures,  are
bent  in  a  semicircle  to  enclose  the
motor      and      the      front      of      the
mechanism.   To each  leg  is  bolted  a
Peversed Angle Bracket to serve as a
bearing  for short  Pod  carrying  a  tin.
Pulley.  The rubber Pload Wheels may
be used but seem out of proportion.
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appear  to  have  tin  plating  or  red  or
green  paint.

Parts   are   found   in   several
finishes   other   than    nickel   or   bare
steel:     strips   and   flanged   plates   in
yellow,  red  and  green;  larger  pulleys
in  yellow  and  green,  small  pulleys  in
red and green; road wheels, similar to
Gilbert   Erector®,   in   red   with   white
tires.     Yellow  (later?)  flanged  plates
are  of   lighter   steel   (0.023jn.).      The
motor  vehicle   parts   are   green,   the
cabs yellow.   Some green strips have
been painted over nickel, but the poor
quality  of  painting  leaves  it  open  to
question   whether   these   may   have
been  painted  by  the  owner  of  a  set.
Pled strips  found  have all been  of the
centre-hole   variety.       Sixteen-hole
strips   are   all   nickel,   though   some
found   in   poor   condition   may   have
been  bare  steel.    Other  nickel  strips
are  of  both  centre-hole  and  even-
hole styles.   It may  be that bare steel
or   nickel   came   first,   in   even   hole
lengths.    Centre-hole  styles  possibly
came    later,    and    paint    still    later,
including  the  painting  of  even-hole
stock on  hand.   Bed  may have come
later   still   and   yellow   last,   only   for
flanged  plates,  large  pulleys  and  the
tractor seat.

How long The Engineer lasted
on  the  market  can  only  be  guessed.
Probably    the    renewed    supply    of
Meccano® after  1946  forced  it  off the
shelves.     In  fact,  The  Engineer  was
not   very   good.       The   strips   were
9/16in.    (14mm)    wide,    with    ridged

gi|gbeesri,spEor::,b:y®.insuph[,ekdeEfecf.,?:
they  could  only  be  bolted  side-by-
side in  adjacent holes,  as for plating-
in  an  area,  by  laying  alternate  strips
wrong   (concave)   side   out,   so   that
ridges/grooves  overlapped.    Erector®
strips locked together; Engineer strips
were  too  thick and  sloppily stamped.
This   produced   a   solid   appearance
rather   spoiled   by   the   large   holes
giving  a cheese-grater effect.   Large
holes      allowed      adjustment,      but
necessitated      large     and     over-
prominent    bolt    heads    and     nuts.
Punching    and    pressing    were    not
good,  with  obvious  burrs  left  on  the
face  of  strips,  and  edge  ridges  were
often  badly  pressed.    The  "links"  (2-
hole  strips)  and  angle  brackets were
badly    done    and    overside;    strips
connected   by   them   did   not   meet
edge-to-edge.  However, the 11/16in.
(17,5mm)  hole spacing  of the "link"  is
just   1.4  times   the   half-inch   normal
spacing---or square  root 2 times--
so  the  2-hole  link  makes  a  diagonal
corner    bracket.        The    extra-long
spacing of centre holes in the strips is

also  1.4  times  normal  spacing.    Until
manuals of models for larger sets turn
up,   it  won't  be  known  whether  this
feature   was   related   deliberately   to
certain structures.

The NC8-32 bolts were much
smaller  than  the  holes,  and  the  flat
truss  heads awkward to handle.   The
large  nuts  and   long  bolts  interfered
inside corners.   If the first sets were a
wartime-substitute inspiration,  it may
be   that   supplies   were   scarce   and
take-it-or-do-without.    Truss-head
setscrews in some pulleys are definite
oddities.     Yet  odd  varieties  of  other
nilts and bolts have been found in lots
of  The   Engineer,   and  spanners  for
hex   nuts,   including   vaguely   shown
spanners  in the  Farm  set illustration.

Models in the "Senior" booklet
tend   to   be   skeletal,   reminiscent   of
early  Meccano®.     Ambitious  models
such  as  "Project No.39.  Large Bridge
and   Elevator   Shafts"   are   pictured,
taller     than      a     small      boy      and
reminiscent   of   early    Erector®   box
covers,    but   "require   extra   pieces"
(Engineer   parts   were   stated   to   be
always available).

While    only     the    cylindrical
Junior  box   has  so  far  been  found,

rna:::sh:fv%[PbeeerTE[%::i::+pf:tjjscutaar;y
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HORSELESS CARRIAGE
A    neat,    simple    and    lively

model   of   a   typical    pioneer    motor
vehicle     ot     about     1890-95,     this
motorized     buggy     should     attract
oldtimers  and  show youngsters what
great-grandfather  drove.     The  only
unusual  items it requires are a pair of
spoked wheels (p/n 19a, with bosses),
two    early-pattern    small    half-inch
pulleys  (not  essential),   and  two  0-
rings to fit 2in. pulleys  (available from
automotive supply firms).

Commence with the radiator.
Through the end o{  round  holes of a
5-hole  Flat Girder  (p/n  103f)  slip two
lgin.          bolts     (p/n     111d)     pointing
upward,   and   stack   on   them   four
Tension  Springs  by  their  end  loops,
interspersing them with Collars and/or
small washers so that the springs just
touch  each other.   Top off with small
washers  and  hex  nuts.    Commence
the   dashboard   with   two   5x3-hole
Flanged Plates, one standing on edge
with   flanges   at   each   side   pointing
toward what will be the rear, the other
lying flat,  flanges upward,  one flange
bolted to the bottom edge of the first.
Add an angle bracket at each bottom
corner   of   the   dashboard,   pointing
inward.        Bolt    under    these    angle
brackets a 7-hole Strip lying  at each
side   of   the   Flanged   Plate,   by   the
second  hole of each Strip; the slotted
edge   of   the   Flat   Girder;   and   two
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stacked 7-hole Strips running  across
the whole assembly directly under the
Flat   Girder.      Extend   the   Strips   on
each side of the floor assembly by two
7-hole Angle Girders overlapping the
Strips two holes, slotted flanges to the
Strips   and   pointing   inward,   round-
hole flanges upward.   To the end two
holes of each Angle Girder attach  1 in.
Corner  Brackets  (p/n  133a)  with  the
free hole pointing downward.

To  each  Angle  Girder  attach
a  Corner  Gusset  (p/n  108)  by  it's  5-
hole arm, the other arm  upward, and

between  these  fit  another  5x3-hole
Flanged plate.  As these little Flanged
Plates    are    shorter   than    21/2in„    a
washer  may  be  needed  between  its
flanges  and  the  Corner  Gusset.    To
the  top  hole  of  each  Corner  Gusset
bolt  a  3-hole  Obtuse  Angle  Girder
(p/n  242a),  slotted  holes  upward  and
outward    to    form    the    rudimentary
armrests  of  the  "buggy".     Attach  a
5x7-hole Flanged plate by one flange
to   the   top   of   the   crosswise   small
Flanged    Plate,    using    two    Narrow
Fishplates because there is not space

continued on page 21



HORSELESS CARRIAGE
continued f ram page 20

for  a  standard   Fishplate   inside  the
flanges  of  the  upright  plate.     Three
holes back from what is now the edge
of the seat, attach another 5-hole Flat
Girder by two Angle Brackets slightly
opened  out,  to  form  the  seat  back
which slopes slightly back.

Attach    a   5xl-hole    Double
Angle   Strip  to  the  Magic   Motor   by
bolts    through    the    two    bent    tabs
nearest  the  drive  pulley.     Slide  the
motor  into  the  body  (a  tight  fit)  with
the   drive   pulley   and   winding   shaft
downward    and    the    motor    sloped
downward from front to back.   Fasten
the Double Angle Strip across the top
holes of the small  Flanged  plate  and
the    second    hole    of    the    Corner
Gussets.     The  motor  stop  lever  will
just   clear   the   curved   arm   of   the
Corner  Gusset.    Bolt  a  Curved  Strip
(p/n  90a)  to  the  lower  "knee"  hole of
the    curved    arm    in    each    Corner
Gusset,    convex    edge    downward.
Attach  the  free  ends  of  the  Curved
Strips   to   angle   brackets,   and   bolt
these together with the slotted edge of
a 5-hole Flat Girder to the rear flange
of the 5x7-hole  Flanged  Plate.

Each      mudguard      (wing)
assembly consists of  a 9-hole  and  a
5-hole   Strip,   curved   using   a   strip
bender, and attached to the ends of a
2in.  Strip  by  angle  brackets.    These
blots    also    hold     Pleversed    Angle
Brackets  (or  Corner  Angle  Brackets,
which    are   plentiful    in   some   sets)
which  fasten  the  mudguards  to  the
side members of the chassis.   The 5-
hole  Strips  should   curve  up  to  the
sides of the dashboard,  while the  9-
hole Strips flare above and behind the
upper rear corners of the body.

The    front   wheels    are    2in.
Pulleys     fitted     with     O-rings     (2in.
Meccano® tires are too big),  mounted
on  14.7mm  (9/16in.)  Allen  Pivot Bolts
screwed into the lower tapped bore of
a  Short Coupling,  and  fixed  clear for
the  lengthwise  bore  by  a  nut.     The
boss    of    each     Pulley    should    be
outward.   The   Short   Couplings   are

held    on    19mm    AIlen    Pivot    Bolts,
which  are  fixed  under  the  projecting
end  holes  of  the  slacked  crosswise
Strips just behind the dashboard.   To
the rear side of each  Short Coupling,
fix  a  Collar  using  a  long  grubscrew
through the tapped bores.   Use a thin
(shim)  washer   if   needed   to   ensure
that  each  Collar  is  rigid  and  that the
bores  of the  Collar and  Coupling  are
parallel.     Fix  together  two  additional
Collars  in  the  same  way.  To  the  top
edge of the dashboard  bolt  an  angle
bracket  with  the  round  hole  free,  at
the top  and  to the  rear.   A 21/2in.  Plod
through  this  bracket  and  the  centre
hole  of  the  floor  carries   the  paired
Collars  at  it's  bottom  and  a  Handrail
Coupling at the top.   Across the three
Collars   in   a   row   attach   a   7-riole
Narrow   Strip,   using   a  bolt   in   each
Collar  held  tight  by  a  grubscrew.    In
the  Handrail  Coupling  place  a  Crank
Handle   which    has   been   sawn   off
leaving  only  Sin.   of  the  shaft;  this  is
the tiller arm.   Adjust the bolt holding
the steering  post  Plod,  using washers
so  it  bears  slightly  against  the  Bod.
This  does  not  prevent  steering,   but
ensure  that  the  front  wheels  do  not
change   course   when   the   carriage
runs.

The  rear  wheels  are  Spoked
Wheels   on   a   4in.   Plod   which   also
carries  a  11/2in  pulley  in  line  with  the
motor  driving  pulley.    A  light  Driving
Band  runs  between  the  pulleys  and
the   larger   pulley   may   have   to   be
adjusted so the belt does  not tend to
fly  off  the  motor  pulley.     It  may  be
found   that  a   long-stemmed   key   is
needed  to  wind  the  motor.    If  this  is
not at hand,  the Angle Girder on that
side of the frame may be changed for
a   7-hole   Strip   and   corresponding
brackets changed.

The   carriage   is   finished   off
with  headlamps,  mounted on  Narrow
Angle Brackets on the top edge of the
dashboard.       Each   headlamp   is   a
Collar,  or  better  an  old  boss  from  a
pulley,  topped  by  an  obsolete  small
half-inch Loose Pulley.   Bound-head

gin.  bolts  hold  the  headlamps  to  the
brackets.   To the front of each is fitted
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a stack of washers,  preferably  brass,
on a round-headed bolt.

PAPITS  PEQUIPIED

2x2a                   2x90a
6x3                      3xl03f
4x5                      2xl08
2x6                      2xlll
2x9b                   2xllld
10  x  12                  4x  125  (or  l54a/b)
1  xl5b                 2xl33a
lxl6a                lxl36a
2xl9a                2xl47d
1  xl9s                 2xl47f
2x20a                 1  xl86a
lx21                      3x212
2x23(obs.)       1x235b
4x43                   2x237
1  x$48a              2x238
3x51                    2x239
1  x53                    2x242a
10  x59                  2  x2in.  O-rings
2 x 63d                  1  Magic motor
3 x 69b

ONLY IN CANADA, EH?
continued from page  19

not  only  suggest  that  The  Engineer
filled  a  temporary vacuum  left  by the
unavailability of  Meccano®,  but that  it
might  also  have  been  a  opportunity
for the Gilbert firm to regain a toehold
in   Canada.      Canadian   enthusiasts
should  keep their  eyes  open  for  The
Engineer,    and    for    other    sets    of
Canadian      manufacture--perhaps
already  in  their  "junk"  boxes or other
unlikely     places.          It's     distribution
through the firm of John Stuart Sales
has still to be researched.

NEW   PAPTS:   CHANNEL   RINGS:
U-section channel rings, of the same
dimensions as a circle of the obsolete
and  scarce  Channel  Segments  (p/n
119),   are   now   available.       Detailed
specifications    and    overseas   prices
may  be  obtained  from  two  members
of     the     Swiss     group     AMS:     urs
Flammer,   Eichbt]elstrasse   26,   CH-
8618 advertingoetwil, Switzerland; or
Tobias  F.  Haffter,  Ziegelhau  3,  CH-
5400 Baden Switzerland.
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British  Marine  Engine  History  in  Meccan.o
Ill.-Screw  iJersws  Paddle  Wheel

A  SERIES  ABRIDGED  FROM  THE  1934 MECCANO MAGAZINE

The disadvantages of paddle wheels were realised from their earliest applications to ships, their
main drawbacks being their great weight and unwieldiness, the undesirable greater be<am that they added
to `-essels, and their varying efficieney owing to the difference in the draft of a vessel when loaded with
different cargoes. As regards warships, the drawbacks were even more serious. The wheels were exposed
(o gun-fire, and some of the propelling machinery had to be placed above the waterline. In addition. the
prrition and size of the side wheels limited the number of guns that could be used for broadside firing. It
is not sulprising, therefore, that marine engineers and others interested in the development of the
steamship were continually on the lookrout for a more efflcient means of propulsion.
The paddle steamers of those days were small, and in a heavy beam wind were liable to heel over so far as
to bury the paddle wheel on one side far below its efficieney point, while the other paddle on the other side
i`as half out of the water.
Screw propulsion as an alternative to the paddle wheel had been considered for many years. but the early
experimenters, though full of sound ideas, did little to put forward any practical schemes. It was not until
1836 that really`serious efforts were made to apply the screw to steam vessels. In that year successful and
far reaching experiments using a small vessel fitted with a wooden screw were carried out by Francis
Pettit Smith. In spite of the success of this vessel, the idea of screw propulsion made little headway for a
time, largely on account of the obstinate contention of Naval officials that a screw-propelled vessel could
not be steered satisfactorily. By 1860, however, screw propulsion became practically universal` both for
merehant ships and Naval vessels.
The early screw engines were practically the same as the paddle engines, with the exception that, owing to
the higher shaft speeds that were necessary, gcaring had to be employed. For the first few years after the
introduction of the serew no new type of engine was developed, those employed being adapted beam. side
le`.er, and oscillating engines. When the problems became better understood, however, engineers began to
atandon geared engines altogether in favour of properly designed quick-nirming, direct-acting engines.
These engines were lighter, and considerably less bulky, and generally were more efficient on account of
their higher piston apeeds.
One of the great difficulties that engineers were faced with at this time was the length of the connecting
rod necessary for economical working; and as the vertical type of multirtylinder engine had not yet been
designed, this proved a difficult problem. It was overcome in various ways, the earliest success being the
return connecting rod engine, a type that were widely used up to the close of the last century in both
colnmercial and Naval steamships. A model of an engine of this type is show in illustration I., which is a
reproduction of the engine fitted into the British frigate "Amphion" in 1844. This was the first engine of
the type to be built, and for this reason it is par(icularly interesting.
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Girders.
Cue end of the crosshead rod overlaps the outer side-member supporting the eylinder, and carries a Swivel
Bearing to which is attached the condenser pump rod. The connecting rod is supported on the crosshead

a,88:rod between t`ro Collars and is attached to the crank ty means of a Bolt. The valve chest. the cover of
which is shown removed, is fitted with two valves. one hand operated for starting, and the other ty an
Eccentri`c on the crankshaft. It should be noted that the handoperated valve and its actuating levers are
dummies, but the valve operated from the crankshaft is coupled up as indicated.
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Sixty Years Later...

The   marine  engines   in   this
series     were     typical     and     skilful
examples of  1930's  modeling.    Even
ten years previously, models of steam
engines     had     been     crude     and
unconvincing.   Steam engines, for all
that  few  are  now  in  use,  remain  a
favourite  and  difficult  modeling  task.
The coming  of flexible plates,  almost
at the same time these  1934 models
were  illustrated]  changed  the  look of
models     completely,      and      recent
modeling   skills   have  increased   the
accuracy    and    fine    detail    of    the
mechanism,      while      modern
permanent-magnet     motors     have
helped     display     models     to     run
constantly for long periods.  A number
of modelers such as Andreas Konkoly
and    Brian     Plowe    have    provided
modern designs.   Museums of Steam
technology,   some   of   them   marine,
have    also    provided    examples    to
inspire    modelers.         Who    will    be
inspired     to     update     these     1934
models?      There   are   three   further
instalments   of   this    1934   Meccano
Magazi.,1e  series,  reprinting  of  which
began in the 1994 Canac/t.all A4eocano
Ivews.   Do reaclers want to see more-
--which   would   go   from   steam   to
diesel?   Write to .the  Editor and  ask!
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Wbenthetu-ocylindersarecompletetheyaresecuredtogetherbythree9]/2"AngleGirders,anda4]/2"
Flat Plate is fitted as shown to fomi an operating platform from which, in actual practice, the engine is
controlled.
We now come to a period when a vast anount of experimental work was carried out, the result of which
was the production of a great variety of marine engines, each claiming some special advantage. One type
of engine that came to the fore at this period, and on account of its low centre of gravity and compact
design beeame very popular, especially in the Navy, in which it was employed until atout 1904; this was
the trunk engine
The trunk engine is shown in model fom in illustration 2. Each fore and aft side member of the main
fromeisbuiltupfroma7[/2''AngleGirderandaFlatGirderofsimilarlength,thetwocompletesides
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placealternately,sothatwhentheedgesofthestripsoverlaptheydosowithoutallowingthebent5L/2"

§¥2PSS°J::efsthfi:tftredT:S¥:.Thetnmksareplacedinsidetheeylindersbeforeoneoftheirrespectiveend
Thelittleendofeachcylinder,aSmallForkPiece,ismountedona1[/2"AxleRodinthecentreofthe
tnmk, and the cormecting rod is held on its irmer end ty this. At its outer end it is secured by a second
Small Fork Piece to a 1 " Axle Rod forming the connecting pin between the two webs of the crank. The
arankshaftisbuiltupasillustratedanditstwomainendbearingsareeachformedfroma1L/2"Flat
Girder and a Double Arm Crank.
Thepumprods,fourinnumber,arerepresentedby6]/2"AxleRods,andareattachedtothetrunksby
means of Angle Brackets, Collars being used to prevent the rods moving longitudinally. It will be noticed
that no valve-gear is fitted, this being missed out because of its complicated nature, and also because of
the small scale to which the model is built.
While screw propulsion became dominant paddle wheels were still employed in special types of vessels
intended for use on rivers and other shallow waters. The engines usually fitted to these vessels are direct-
acting inclinedrtylinder, compound units, low built and remarkably efficient. A t)pe of this paddle engine
is shown in model fonn in illustration 3, this being a compound, direct acting engine, fitted with the usual

L#i::ein!j:sEl::bty=fru:,pn,gT;eno:f;:lag:l':o::!lfF=ne:5:,!:::f:,,:;,i,n:i:ofefnii:ch#,i,:gr,i:;,drsisae
Girder, placed at one end of the channel section girder, is secured in place at an angle in order to give the
eylinder blcek the required tilt.
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being used to give streng(h to the complete frame. The fore end of this frame is secured to a specially
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and Angle Girders are now used as shown in the illustration to give a substantial appearance to the
CurvedStripsand9L/2"An8leGirders.
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Flat Plates, the securing nuts being placed on the outside of the finished cylinder block, giving the
impression Of a slide-valve chest cover. The other side of the eylinder blcek dues not carry the nuts
outside, as the valve at this point is one of the ordinary piston type. The cylinder heads of the low-pressure
and high-press`ire cylinders are represented  by 2" and 3 " Pulleys respectively.
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The crankshaft bearing supports, three in number, are each built from a +" Sector Plate fitted at each side
witha5[/2"AngleGirderbymeansofwhichtheSectorPlateissecuredtothemainframe.Theupper
endsoftheSectorPlatesarefinishedoffasshownby2]/2"AngleGirders.andareheldinplacebymeans
ofobtuseAngleBrackets.ThecrankshaftbearingsarerepresentedbypairsofDoubleArmCranks.
Theslidebars,whichalsoformtheupperbracingmembersoftheengine,arebuiltupfrom9]/2"Angle
Girders.Theinnerslidebar,whichisdouble,takestheshapeofan"I"sectiongirder,andthetwoouter
ones are constructed in the form of channel section girders. Angle Brackets are used to attach these slide

Lardsat°2#:h?e]::dfrRb#anan8q,=::gdnfg:gEuafhd°afsT::::Sesc:::gsrfba:|tau:ifi;:,rA]::2;gg:ea::rstd::S
rod. The construction of the cranks is shown in the illustration.
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LoomHealdsandlengthsofspringcorddownthecentreOfwhichispassed26SWGcopperwireinorder
to hold the complete handrail comparatively rigid.
ThecondenserisrepresentedbyaBoiler.completewithends,securedtothelowermalngirdersbymears
OfAngleBrackets.Thecondenserpump`aSleevePiecefittedwithaChirmeyAdapterforaplunger,is
boltedtotheBoiler,andisactuatedthroughaseriesofcranksandrodsfromthecrossheadslideofthe
high-pressure c}'linder.
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Trurmions.ThecentreofthisrodisfittedwithaDoubleAmCrankcany'ingaSmallForkPiecethatis
rigidl}'securedtothecrankbyanutandbolt.ThethreadedboreoftheSmallForkPiececarriesa2"
ThreadedRodcoupledbymeansofaThreadedCouplingtoa2]/2"AxleRod.Thisrodcarriesthe2"
Pulley shown in the illustration.
TheconstructionofthepaddlewheelswasfullydescribedintheDecember1994CanadianMeccano
Ne`i.s.Theconstructionofthecouplingsformingacormectionbetweenthecrankshaftandthepaddlesis
shownintheillustration,andthe2"Sprocketsituntedclosetooneoftheseisaddedincaseitisdesiredto
powerthemodelfromanelectricmotor.Themotorshouldbesogearedastoallowthepaddlewheelsto
revolveatabout50r.p.in.Thisisnotonlyatruetolifespeed,butitalsoallowstheworkingpartsofthe
modeltobeclcarl}'understoodwheninmotion,thefeatheringpaddlewheelsbeingparticularly
interesting from this point Of view.

MECCANO®  lN  Pl]lNT:     Worldwide
newsletters    received   by   the   CMN
editor include (in  no particular order):

?pnstructorQuarterly(UK).,Meccand@
Ivewsmag  (North  Midlands  Meccano
Gij.ild,  UK).,  New Zealand  Federation
o_f     Meccano     Modelers     Magaizine.,
Plunnymede      Meccano      Guild
Ivews/effe/    (UK);     North     Midlands
Meccano     Guild      Gazeffe     and
Ivews/e#er (UK);  Southern  California
Meccano and Erector Club Ivews/effer
(USA);  Club  des  Amis  du  Meccano
Magaz/.ne  (France);   Meccano   Gilde
Nederlaind  Meccano  Nieuws.,  Butlletli

d_e._.Ie   Pe_nya   del   Cargolet   (Spalm).,
British     Columbia     Meccano     Club
rvews/efter.           There     are     other
publications too which the editor does
not  receive--from  Italy,  Switzerland,
South Africa and the UK.   Exchanges
between  CMN  and other publications
will  be  most  welcome.     If  any  CMN
member wants a particular item out of
any  of  these,  please  ask.     Copying
costs  and  postage,  minimum  $2,  will
be   charged.       Except   CO---color
copying js prohibitive.   No copying will
be   done   where   prohibited   by   the
publication.

DISCOUNTED:       A   Kingston,    ON,
department store stocks Meccano® in
good  variety,  but  also  had  quantities
of  one  of  the  Imported  Imitations  (or
Imitation   lmpons)   in   a   variety   not
previously  noticed.   Sets as small  as
starters with 277 parts (mostly nuts &
bolts) have been reduced from $45 to
$35, while a "Star Wars" set with over
a  thousand  parts  has  dropped  from
$120  to $90.    Irwin  Toy's own  Girder
and  Panel system produced long ago
by   Kenner   in   the   U.S.A.   has   been
discounted from $50 to $40.   Quality
shows---and doesn't get discounted.
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"mT aolioiR Is youR MEccANO®T
+-L qllllb: -  hahre  you

1]1111B  I qi|r -  EEiEE=E=i:giv  say,
lL :Iili - !i- am doesn't
bill  li-  -p====+iii=i=_T= -  gr  I  think  it=¥,-Lgn:v#l
ci=+i-I-.-iEPhi±dcesthis
IEI aillmiam a- -fuA colour in
a- ±±±i art - mEEr colours ofI-

"- H .=±± m`Lght be,
rty -illiE i- aliil gdi chosen for
qe(Elr-±±=;;±!i===J.*thenickel
pdp  ;-pr id and green are
1==::±±  G±= coto.urs!    But
i=±-:=::==:a - - to say thatiung|iD  -  -  colours---
pelee±±±±i±qrqechosenfor
rg"T:=fBfpeL=quintoT:
-...-. I-E a. red and "pea"
grtn1--I-speedirydroppedin
I- qf ==== dun Plum" red andgr--y?

:iii=iiii=     aind      Hindmarsh's
DE±±±±at-eweccano_System
(197Z!Iqat=l)IeofWeccano®colour
sri-Eiiii=i    a)r  nat  time  there  had
bin .Plt sEiEiiFaiie  colour-periods,
ard  E7  1'9ce  se`.Oral   more.     Over
efgrty yqil= Ileccanoe Lised at least
dr ii==i= fnishes orass, template,
richE]  and  zinc  plate  and  fourteen
eitaiitE=ii=   colious,   from   white   to
I)lack t7r rty ct al the rainbow except
pirk and orarlge.  kAarkJin and Merkur
ueecl    orange;    otherwise    perhaps
Lk-. rigiv abe.

Wlien     the     -gold"     and
crceshached  I)lue cotoi]r scheme of
1934-1937 vras dropped, presumably
beeause    .rt    had    not    resulted    in

L#G=#)jnMth##en?:
back   to   red/green,   but   of   lighter
shades.     Tlie  shades  wavered   so
much  from  1937  to  1964  that  it  is
hardly  enongh  to  `prefer-  red/green
~tor any sizeable model, parts must
be    carefully    picked    in    matching
shades.

The MW Models price list now
includes  a  whole  page  of  parts  in
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"specialcolours/alternative finishes"--
-mostly superseded Binns Pload, even
French, colours---ranging from eight
parts   in   Army   Green   to   68   in   UK
Yellow.   Part  2   (11-hole   Strip)   and
part   9   (11-hole   Angle   Girder)   are
each available in five colours and zinc
plate---and so on.

What then is "factory finish" or
even "dealer colours"? The practice of
individual modelers ranges from purist
to  personal  preference.  John  Martin
has     reproduced     a    Bulleid    West
Country Pacific locomotive (Southern
Railway,   UK)   "in   authentic   colours
without  the  need  for  repainting"---
malachite    green    and    black---by
ingenious use of parts.

Terry Stewart's " Evening Star"
2-10-0  locomotive  is  resplendent  in
medium      red/green,      extensively
repainted.   (That magnificent farewell
to British steam was of course black).
Did   you   ever   see   green   p/n   143
circular girders before?  The late Don
Crawley produced a splendid crane in
red     and     white,     almost     entirely
repainted parts.  Jerry Dubois too has
abandoned  red/green  or  blue/yellow
for a vast stock entirely in red/white.

Meccano   SA   (Calais)    itself
has launched new kits and parts in an
uninhibited    range   of   shapes    and
colours.     Some  "new"  parts,  mostly
small  but  all  of  wide  potential  use,
come    in    two    or    triree    colours,
depending on which kit you select.

What is the modeler to do?   I
share   the   opinion   ot   one   modeler
about my Brownhoist crane model ; he
disliked      the      mix      of      colours
necessitated by my stock of parts, and
would  prefer  a  single  colour.    What
should    I   do---repaint   wholesale?
And  to  which  colour---dark  green
like the 1928 parts originally used for
the   model?      Will   I   use   yellow  flat
plates  again,  or should  they  become
maroon     like     the     1928     plates?
Meccano   SA   produced   their   Ferris
wheel   kit  (for  the   US   market)  with
three colours of 11 -hole curved strips!
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Dub me heretic again.   A red
(boiled) lobster was not hard to make,
nor a lobster trap in nothing but rusty
strips.        A    few    plates    resprayed
maroon  made  up  deficiencies  in  the
1928 set.   I repaint ancient parts when
my     stock     runs      low.            Finish,
appearance, neatness, add much to a
model.    But  what  is  best?    Repaint,
and  bid  certain  colours  goodbye;  or
retain   old   sets    (and   job   lots!)    in
original   colours,   and   avoid   mixing
them?    Sentiment  makes  me  retain

::;grjensa:nt::,|°eur:i#:rchcaapnso®°#]'gtoray:
Who  would  dare  repaint  an  original
GRB,    shiny    1916    nickel,    a    1928
No.1 X set, or several sets of propeller
blades?

Does the new wind sweeping
through   Meccano  SA,   in   regard  to
design   and   colour   of   parts,   give
modelers   liberty   to   do   the   same?
What criteria should we use:  our own
artistic    license    and     preferences?
Nearly all of us have limited stocks of
parts,  and  must  inevitably tear down
our proud  constructions.   Do we tear
down     and      repaint?           Do     we
compromise  on  colour  according  to
our  stock?     Has  the  superb  colour
printing    in     Car)sfwctor    Quarter/y
encouraged  or  shamed  us?    (Read
their  series  on  colours!)    Do  fanatic
collectors   really   keep   prize   outfits
pristine, polished, strung on card and
unused?    Or what  is  Meccano®  for?
Let   us   not   be   intimidated!      Every
Meccanophile to their own colours!

Don F+edmond
-i,-    i .-,.-
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Wanted      Urgently:      Missing
Subscribers to  CMN.   If you  did  not
get, or did  not hear about,  Oanadi.an
A/eocarvofes   No.1   for   March   1996,
please  subscribe  now!     Copies  still
available!    lf  you  di.d get  the  March
issue, but know someone who did not,
urge   them   to   subscribe.      Lots   of
names on our previous mailing list, of
people we have not heard from.   Still
at  1994  price:    $30  for  tour  issues!
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NIST CRANKS UP AN INCREDIBLE CRANE
Though    seemingly    spindly

and   precariously   balanced,   a   new
crane  called  Spider  may  prove  itself
mightier  than  its  more  traditional  -
and bulkier - counterparts.   Scalable
to  a size that can  straddle buildings,
the crane can  lift and  position  heavy
loads    precisely    according    to    its
inventor,   James   S.   Albus,   at   the
National   Institute  of  Standards   and
Technology  (NIST)   in  Gaithersburg,
Md.     The  crane  also  qualifies  as  a
robot that  users can  fit with  sensors,
camera      "eyes"      and      motorized
platforms.

Albus      had      fashioned      a
prototype   Spider   (Stewart   Platform
Independent     Drive     Environmental
Robot) in his basement.   [ln 1991], he
and fellow engineers at NIST decided
this robot crane might prove useful in
fighting  the oil  tires  that  raged  in  the
aftermath  of  the  Persian   Gulf  War.
Spider  never  made  it  to  Kuwait,  but
the  NIST  engineers  did  build  a  20-
foot  model  and  demonstrate  that  it
can out perform other cranes.

The     secret     to      Spider's
strength  lies  in  the Stewart  Plattorm,
a device developed  30 years  ago for
airplane   simulators.      It   consists   of
upper and lower platforms connected
by    six    pistons.        NIST    engineers
improved on that design by replacing
the pistons with  cables  and winches,
says     Roger     V.     Bostelman,     an
electrical engineer at NIST.

Thus,   Spider   looks   nothing
like  a typical  crane,  says  Bostelman.
An  octahedron   of  aluminum  tubing
forms  the  cranes  support  structure.
Two pulleys hang down from each of
the three corners of this octahedron's
top  triangle  -  the  upper  part  of  the
Stewart     Platform.          Each     pulley
supports  a  cable.     Together  the  six
cables connect that top triangle to the
second,   lower   level   of  the   Stewart
platform.       This   second   level   is   a
small,    triangular   work   platform    to
which    tools    or    grabbing    devices
attach.   The winches that control the

This 20-foot crane comes with "eyes".

six cables can work independently or

in  synchrony to tilt,  spin  or  move the
platform - and a load - up, down, or
sideways at the desired speed.

In    most    cranes,    the    load
bearing  cables  work  in  series  to  pick
up   a   load.       Spider's   cables   work
simultaneously.        With    Spider,    an
operator can manoeuvre an I-beam to
within  a  millimetre  of  its  target  and
can    hold   an   object   within   half   a
degree of the correct angle of rotation,
says Bostelman.

Nor does this crane need any
counterweight, as a tower crane does,
for example.   "All the forces are direct
back  onto  themselves"  he  explains.
SO the 1,000-pound  Spider can  lift

Novel design  for new robot crane.

and hold far more than its own weight
-   up   to   6,000   pounds,   or   3,000
pounds   with   a   50   percent   safety
factor.

Yet "it's  very simple  to  build"
Bostelman   points   out.      The   NIST
engineers   envisioned   Spiders   with
400-foot-high  towers  supported  by
guy wires and even larger models for
underwater  operations,   says   Albus.
They foresee many uses for the robot
crane,  which  they  hope will  one  day
become     familiar     equipment     at
construction  sites  here  on  earth  and
even the moon.
Beprinted with  permission  lrom  Science  News,
the     weekly      newsmagazine     of     science,
copyright© 1992 by Science Service,  lnc.

From     Meccano     to
Micromachine

As  a  boy,   Meenakshinathan
Parameswaran's favourite toy was  a
small    Meccano   set®.       He   quickly
assembled   all   the   projects   in   the
instruction book, bolting and screwing
the    little    pieces    into    all    sorts    of
miniatures  cars,   and  other  working
devices.    "I  wanted  to  get  the  more
advanced set with electric motors and
flashing  lights,   but  as  the  son  of  a
railway   clerk   in   the   small   town   of
Coimbatore, 300 Kin south of Madras,
India,   I  could  not  possibly  afford  it."
Instead    he    cleverly    used    bits    of
aluminum  foil  as  electrical  conductor
and    scotch    tape   as    insulator   to
fashion  his  own  wiring  system.     By
scrounging      old      clockwork
mechanisms, eventually he duplicated
the  advanced  models  in  the  fancier
kits.

Twenty     years     later,     that
childhood skill of improvising from the
materials    at    hand    resulted    in    a
doctorate in Electrical Engineering for
Parameswaran.  And it may ultimately
revolutionize  the  art  and  science  of
micromechanical design.

Continued on page 28
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TRY THIS MODELLING CHALLENGE!

FROIVI       IVIECCANO      TO
MICF]OMACHINE

Continued I ram page 27

Fresh  from  the  University  of
Alberta,   Dr.   Parameswaran   (better
known  as  "Ash")  has  just  taken  his
first   teaching   position   as   Assistant
Professor of Engineering Science.  He
is one of the newest members  in  the
CSS.

Ash     still     loves     to     make
working     mechanical     devices     but
instead  of building  bigger  and  better
ones,  he  makes  them  smaller  -- so
small,  they are invisible to the naked
eye.  These so-called micromachines
reside  on  silicon  microchips.     They
can     be     coupled     with      the
microelectronic circuitry whose silicon
real-estate     they    share.          Such
micromechanical  wonders are  at the
heart of a new generation ol miniature
devices    that    have    changed    our
perception of sensors and actuators.

New microscopic sensors are
leading to the development ot pencil-
sized breathalizers (see Update Vol 2,
No.1 ), gas chromatographs no bigger
than a coin and pressure sensors that
can fit inside a blood vessel.

LIFT  BRIDGE

Lasalle Causeway, Kingston On{.

Lift   bridge   models   are   not
uncommon    in    Meccano®,    but   the
massive   counterbalance   truss   and
concrete counterweight, together with
the      uncommon      rack     actuating
mechanism and unusual length of the
lift  span,  make  this  an  eye  catcher.
The span when fully lifted rises only to
about 45°, at which point the counter-
weight blocks the roadway`  The span
is  operated  from  a  control  cabin  at
road level, just behind the hinge point
of the  lift span.   The closed  structure
at  rack  level  is  the  lift  machinery.

A  model of the bridge should
include  the  gates  and  flashing  lights
controlling    road   traffic,    and   signal
lights  for  water  traffic.    Not  all  boats
require the bridge to be lifted; a fixed

Micromachinists    have    now    made
micrometer   scale   pin   joints,   gears,
springs  and  cranks.     One  team  of
Japanese     researchers     is     even
developing  "microbots"  that  could  be
injected    into    the    bloodstream    to
perform     diagnostic     and     surgical
procedures      inside      the      human
body.

There  is  a  growing  demand
for   this   technology   but,   like   Ash's
coveted    deluxe    Meccano©    set,    it
doesn't come cheaply.

Part of  a press release published  by
the   Centre   f or    Systems    Science,
Simon    Fraser   University,    Burnaby
B.C.     Editor:    Barry     Shell.     e-mail
shell@cs.sfu.ca

bridge just along the causeway allows
many boats without masts to pass.

Another      bridge      in      the
Kingston  area  is  Scherzer  rolling  lift
railway  bridge  at  Smiths  Falls,  ON,
now   disused.       The    Smiths    Falls
F`ailway  Museum  hopes to  put  it  into
operating condition in the future.  This
bridge has the counterweight vertical
above   the   lilt  span   in  the   "closed"
position,      with      the      actuating
mechanism  rolling  horizontally at the
centre  point  of the  rolling  quadrants.
The     Smiths     Falls     bridge    spans
another  point  of  the  Rideau  Canal;
the    Kingston    bridge    crosses    the
Cataraqui   Pliver,   through  which  the
Plideau     Canal     gains     access     to
Kingston  Harbour and  Lake Ontario.


